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Thinking fat
An mvtshgation of]MUfoods leavts students
wondering if they are what the eat.
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JMU set it go htad-to-head with Towwn

Several student art exhibits on display in
Zirkle House this week explore universal
themes in each piece.

The men's basketball team will play Towson
University Friday in the first round of the
Colonial Athletic Association Tournament.
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Mase approved to speak
SGA discusses off-campus noise, The Breeze
Bv

SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

SGA reporter

The Student Government
Association passed a bill
Tuesday
night
allowing
Reverend Mason Hctha. formerly known as Mase, to
speak at JMU
Also passed was the bill
requesting The Breeze to consider decreased advertising
rates. Other issues concern,&
Harrisonburg-JMU relations,
specifically off-campus noise
violations.
After having been postponed for about a month, the
M.w bill passed with SGA

allocating $4,000.
According to SGA Finance
Committee
Chair
Mike
Goodman, a senior, the del.iy
was due to communication
problems concerning necessary
budget information. The bill,
submitted
by
JMU's
Contemporary Gospel Singer-.
asked SGA to allocate this
amount for speaker fees.
"The event would cost
$8,000, but we only need
$4,000 from SGA to successfully put on the event," CGS
in.isurer Wanda Wright, a
sophomore, said.
Because the event is co-spon-

sored, the rest of the 54,000
would be covered by other
organizations such as the Black
Student Alliance, the National
Association
for
the
Advancement of Colored People
and the Senior Class Council.
I raaDj i.fl SGA should
support this," SGA Diver-.! t\
Affairs Committee Chair Seong
Kim, a sophomore, said,
"because it's not just an issue by
diversify attain, but because
there are a lot of co-sponsors
involved who are giving their
time and help."
"(Having him come here]
would show that JMU can, col-

lectively, achieve such a thing
like this," shes.ikl
According
to
junior
Rasheeda Miller, director of
CGS, this combined effort was a
major part of their success.
Miller said, "It's great to have
to many ditfen-nt organizations
coming together. I think other
organizations should not think
small and get co-sponsors.
Because that's what we did, and
now we have Mase coming,"
SIK- said
"It may take a little more
time to work with more people,
vr SGA, page 5

AMY rKTBtSON/uqPrhiHosraplHr
Andraa Racnattl, tr» vie* praddert ot admWstratton arMra tor the
SGA, dacussas a sMa during Tuesday's meeting.

File sharing slows
campus network

In sync

BY KRISTEN GRI I N
contributing writer

The severe amount of congestion on the IMU campus network has caused the server to
run at speeds anywhere from
slow to being shutdown entirely, according to Ralph Alberico,
dean of libraries and educational technologies,.
File-sharing has been known
to slow down Internet servers as
well as violate copyrights on
entertainment material.
In response to how Peer-toPeer, or P2P, file-sharing has
affected the university's online
services, students received an email addressing the issue. The e~
mail detailed how students are
affecting their fellow classmates
by downloading copyrighted
materials, which has i|

PHOTO COURTESY OF TIT) Clow
William Stanley ('02)

Alumnus
dies in car
accident
BY KYRA PAPAIIL

assistant news editor
Former Kappa Alpha brother William Stanley (02) died
Tuesday night when he lost
control of his car and hit a tree
in Richmond.
The accident occurred at
1053 p.m. on the 4800 block of
West Cary Street Road, according to the Richmond Police
media office. The police report
stated his 19% Honda Accord
spun counter-clockwise before
hitting the tree.
Stanley, 23, died at the scene
of the accident.
According to the Richmond
Times-Dispatch
Web
site,
Stanley was alone in the car.
Police said the single-car accident caused Cary Street Road
to be closed to traffic late
Tuesday night and early
Wednesday morning.
Stanley was a 1998 graduate of Douglas Freeman High
School in Richmond, where he
grew up.
Stanley, an English major,
graduated from JMU May 2002
He was living in Richmond and
was working as a reporter at the
Chester Village News.
Senior Paul Vizcaino, a friend
of Stanley's, said he was very
active at All Saints Episcopal
Church in Richmond. Director

denied Internet access to the
entire campus.
Alberico said he is in charge of
making information and instructional resources available to students and faculty on the Internet.
He said that the sharing has hindered educational processes.
"P2P file-sharing often has a
negative impact on our ability
to deliver information — for
example, e-joumal articles from
the library and instructional
resources such as course materials distributed with the
Blackboard software," Alberico
said. "The libraries and distance
learning have both suffered.
Our ability to do our job has
been impeded."
Besides restricting Internet
see FliJi SHAKIXG. page 5

IT raises awareness
on wireless network
BY KARR.N KELLY

MATKARASFJXA/M

■ atosMtsttwi

Freshman Teresa Rlos served aa the Instructor tor synchronized swimming class at
the UREC pool Tuesday. The class was a passport event tor students.

see STANLEY, page 5

contributing writer
The Student Government
Association's
information
Technology Affairs committee,
which provides students with
resources offering information
about file-sharing, Internet speed
and the campus wireless network, is hoping to make students
more aware of available services.
IT Affairs Chairman Malt
Taylor, a freshman, said the
committee was started partially
to "raise awareness of the wireless network and other sen lc«
that IT provides." The problem
of file-sharing slowing down
connection speeds throughout
campus was being dealt with
when the committee was
formed, and the IT office consulted with Taylor's committee
and decided that relying on the
students to stop file-sharing
would not be enough to solve
the problem, according to Dale

Hulvey, assistant vice president
for informational technologies.
The university purchased and
installed hardwire and software
designed to prioritize Internet
activity in October 2002. The
product, called PacketShaper, is
manufactured by Packeteer and
can tell whether a student is
downloading a song or looking
at Web sites. The program will
then allow the person looking at
the Web site to have a higher
speed than the person downloading the song. The university
noticed that file-sharing was taking up 80 percent of the Internet
connection at the beginning of
the school year, which was slowing down the connection speed
drastically, according to Hulvey.
PacketShaper is helping JMU
reduce file-sharing to about 11
Kircent of the total activity,
iilvey said. Hulvey added that
•re IT page 5

New e-mail program chosen
Webmail Direct will replace Mulberry by start of next semester
BY SARA CHRISTOPH

contributing writer
A new e-mail program,
Webmail Direct, will be
expunging Mulberry by the
beginning of next semester
During an official unveiling
Tuesday night in Taylor Hall,
llali' Hulvey, assislant vie.
president for information technology, said the new e-mail
will come to the aid ol all siu
dents, faculty or staff who are
experiencing troubles with
Mulberry.
According
to
Hulvcy, features like a more
user-friendly Web Client, antispam capabilities and faster
virus-scanning will help convince many that this new
endeavor is a necessary one.
Hulvey said he believes the
new program's main attraction
is that it is a Web-based mail
system, similar to many other
popular servers like Hotmail or

Yahoo! Users will no longer be
tied down to specific software
or computers but will he .ihle in
easily access their mail from
any Internet conmcUon,
according to Hulvey. "I think it
will definitely meet the needs
of the student and faculty
body," he said.
Another issue discussed
WH the battle with junk mail,
which is, according to
Hulvey, "a pretty significant
problem we arc being forced
to deal with." Hulvey said the
computer industry believes
that "50 percent of e-mail
around the world It unwanted junk mail, and this number is expected to go up."
With the new Webmail
Direct program, anti-spam
settings can be adjusted to
label incoming messages as
"possible junk mail" and
store them accordingly. Users

-
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/ think it will definitely
meet the needs of
the student and
faculty body.
— Dak Hulvey
assistant vice president for
information lechnokifv

will no longer have to go
through and delete these
unwanted messages each day.
The new system will do this
automatically.
An additional problem that
some users have experienced
with Mulberry is the 10 to II
minute wait before a message
is received. This delay is
because of the method of virus

scanning that is employed
every time a message is sent
Hulvey said.
He said he hopes that the
new program will speed up
sending time because of its
BlCn .Kivanced virus scan that
resembles programs Midi ,is
Norton or McAfee.
These three main datum
are not the only changes that
students, will be noticing in
their mailboxes, Huh i
An increased quota level,
along with auto-response
options, also will become available. In addition, users' password Information will be
much safer because the new
program will use encryption
when sending information.
According to sophomore
Matt Taylor, chairman of the
Student
Government
see E-MAIL, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, MARCH 6

• Residence lulls.

• David Abbott and Christopher Staten will be hosting a two*
hour discussion on the present situation with Iraq from 6 to 8
p.m. on WX)M. 88.7 FM. Call-ins are encouraged to raise

- tor Ihe forum. Contact Abbott at 434-1075 or
ul'hiliSiii/orma/iOTiyibnr.or};.

• "Thursday Night it the College Center" presents Angie
I Idimaiui performing from 11 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in the lower
level of The Festival. For more information visit upb.jmu.edu
-r call (labby Revilla at «8-7822.

FRIDAY, MARCH 7

• Recycling Awareness Week 2003begins with JMU ncj.lint;
coordinator Anthony Mancuso speaking al 7 p.m. in HffS
1301. His presentation will focus on the status of (Ml
. Una now and where he hopes it will be in the future. This
is .i free passport event. For more inlormation call Tom Syre
at x8-3642.
• Folk singer Andrew McKnighl is performing a benefit concert for the Friends of Blacks Run C.nvnway at 7:30 p.m. at
Court Square Theatre. Tickets are $10 and are available al Ihe
CST box office or bv phone at 433-918°

MONDAY, MARCH 17

Letter to the editor: SGA proposal
shows concern for students
New cards based on concept
by JMADD
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Zirkle House
Unplugged, unlayered

13

Ani DiFranco CD review

13

All things literary

14

SPORTS
On Ihe sidelines
CAA Tournament: Last chance
lor Dillard?

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come lo The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m
Cost: $3.00 tor the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday lor Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates
M CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D.

C. LARRY WHITTEN, M.D.

HERBERT E BING, M.D.

LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D.

JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D.

SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP
Gynecoloy and Obstetrics

2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
1540) 434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348
Fax 1540)432-0518

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Invites you to their Sunday College Ministry activities:
College Sunday School 9:45am
Morning Worship 11:00am
College Chorale 4:00pm
College Bible Study 5:00pm
Fellowship Dinner 6:00pm (Free!)
Transportation .iv.ul.ihle for all events
Call Barbara Hi II well, Minister of ScodanH
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
433-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

Monday, March 17th

Call me. I can help.

at

(49*
Come check out
ouu St. Patrick's
Day festivities*
Contact Biltmore Grill for more info at 801-0221

10

The skinny on tat

MARKET WATCH
DOW JONES

9

Crossword and horoscope

As ofdCM on WMneeday. MarOi \ 2003

A computer projector w:
Ihe planetarium in Mi
Feh. 27 at 10 p.m. an

Campus spotlight Rank Ihe
lollowing: chickens, dams,
grape juice, packing peanuts,
Eminem.

Today

Pelty Larceny
Grand Larceny
A JMU student repoi
lour tires and wheels
cle in R-2 lot between
and Feb. 28 al 11 18

OPINION
House editorial: New complex
approved, leaves others
wondering why

Breakers gel Ihe heads-up
before heading off

it reported Ihe larceny ol a
reVfeldor fiat contained money,
<ey6, a JAC card and miscellaneous
rlrdm a room ir Eagle Hall March 2
*h*eer- 3 and Wt a.m.

In other mailers, ca
Ihe following:

Forensic anthropology
"The Politics of Pain Management"

Dads and pals

pulu i'

A JMU student reported
vehicle in the parking do
between Feb. 27 at 3 p.i
12:30 p.m The wires
and damage was doni
as well

HPD police academy

• Second block classes begin

WEATHER

)

OrangeBand2003.org

• St. Patricks Day

• Campus representatives will present a Disney I ollege
Program Presentation at 6 p.m. in Taylor 305. For more information e-mail Joy at dgurook.

• Resident halls close at 5 p.m.

BY SHM«>N Bi i AKM
KM nporttr

Stale law on handguns

ipen at noon

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19

• Mul-M-mester grades are due to the Office of the
Registrar by 5 p.m.

POLICE LOG

NEWS

SUNDAY, MARCH 16

• Visiting scholar Richard L Allington. Irvingand Row Fien
■• ol education .it the Universitv ofFlorida, will pres.ni 1 he St un of Vicniitically Based Reading Instruction"
from 4 In S:30 p.m. ,n HHS 1301. For more information, visit
takfmu (rill or call Cindi Dixon at x8-6472.

» I-hning Services closes .it 2 p m

TABLE

442-7878
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

15

THURSDAY, MARCH

Calling all dead bodies!

NEWS

A visiting forensic anthropologist
showed the application of his field
as a science.
MC
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"I was told that I was
prohibited from carrying a
handgun on campus ..."
DAVE BRIGGMAN

chairman, HRLP

story below

BRCC student contests handgun violations
University relations office says JMU weapons policy will not be reviewed

SARAH STANTTT/cnyiftiri edtor

Students at Blue
Ridge Community
College can now
legally carry concealed weapons on
campus after a successful challenge to the
school's weapons policy.
The
HarrisonburgRockingham Libertarian Party,
which backed the challenge, is
contesting weapons policies at

severa 1
public
universities
across the state, including
JMU.
Students can now
carry handguns, with the
appropriate permits, according to Dave Briggman, chairman of the HRLP. Although
JMU's policy is not currently
under review, Briggman said,
'There are going to be changes
to the weapons policies of
schools
all
across
the
Commonwealth lof Virginia]."
The challenge to BRCCs policy on possession of concealed

handguns on campus was initiated by Briggman, a night
school student at BRCC. He said
the situation developed when
he brought his handgun to a
night class in mid-|anuary.
"I had just come from the firing range and was running late
for class," Briggman said. "It's
irresponsible to just leave a gun
unattended in my car, so I
brought it
in."
Because
Briggman has a permit issued by
oidcr of the Circuit Court |udge
of Rockingham County to carry
a concealed weapon, he thought
that "carrying the weapon in
wouldn't be a pniblem."
Briggman made a comment
after class to a fellow student
with which he had discussed
gun possession. "I mentioned to
her that I was always in support
of the Second Amendment and
the right to carry a concealed

weapon/' Briggman said. "She
never saw my handgun and 1
never told her that I had it, but
the implication was there.
"The young lady basically
freaked out and called the
instructor after class," he said.
Briggman said the instructor
called the chairman of the
English department, who contacted Briggman. "When I OHM
in for a discussion with the
department chair, he asked me
if I carried a gun into class and I
told him that I had," he said. "I
was told that I was prohibited
from carrying a handgun on
campus according to the student handbook."
BRCCs student handbook
states, "Carrying firearms or
other weapons on college property or at any college activity
except as explicitly authorized
for instructional purposes or as
exempted by Virginia Code
18.2-308" is prohibited.
Under the old interpn-tation
of BRCCs weapons policy, a
student must cither be a current
police officer or a retired police
officer with at least 15 years of
service to carry a concealed
weapon on campus.
Although Briggman said he
served with the U.S. Air Force
Security Police, he did not meet
either of these requirements.
"The college interpreted this

as not allowing any concealed
weapons on campus/' he said.
Briggman carries a valid permit
issued under section 18.2-308 of
the Code of Virginia and said,
"If a public university bars me
from carrying a concealed hand
gun on campus, those regulations violate state law.''
A case involving possession
of concealed weapons in
Virginia State Parks last
September served as the basi*. i >i
Briggman's objections. "The
opinion of that case came back
saying that the institutions didn't have the ability to create a
regulation that conflicted with
state law," he said "That decision also applies to colleges and
prohibits MD from enacting
regulations that contradict
Virginia state law."
Through discussions and
meeting! with Robert Baldygo,
vice president of financial &
administrative services at
BRCC, Briggman voluntarily
agreed to relinquish his right to
carry his weapon on campus
while waiting for the attorney
general's office to issue an interpretation
of
the
policy.
Briggman was advised that he
would be suspended or
expelled from school and
referred to law enforcement if
-w HASDGUSS. page 4

New Web site gives
JMU open forum for
possible war with Iraq
BY EILEEN LOFRESE

staff writer
A new Web site providing an
open forum for the JMU community to discuss potential war with
Iraq recently was developed.
The Orange Band Initiative
seeks to provide an educational atmosphere for JMU students, faculty members and
the Harrisonburg community
to engage in discussions about
the Iraq situation.
According to the Orange
Band Initiative's Web site.
www.orangebond200i.org, "We
are committed to staging a concentrated and sustained visual
impact that brings an immediate awareness of our need to be
civically engaged and enlightened citizens."
The initiative started Feb. 24
when a group of JMU students
involved
in
Community
Service-Learning got together to
discuss how to get the JMU
community to engage in a discussion that would spark the
interests of many.
"The idea of focusing on
Iraq began when senior Kai
Degner told us about how a
friend of his he saw every day
in 1SAT was sent to Kuwait,"
senior Isiah Carl Smith said.
"Having someone you usually
see every day I think made the
war hit home for Kai. It makes
you think, 'Is the life of your
friend worth a war?'"
Supporters of the movement
say that personalizing the war
and bringing the possibility of
war in Iraq to the forefront of
discussion is the point of the
Orange Band Initiative.
"I hope that regardless of
someone's position — prowar, anti-war or apathetic —
everyone feels engaged and
passionate enough to ... open
the lines of communication,"
senior Atasi Das said.
The initiative will consist of
three main parts from March 24
to March 28. One objector <i
the project is to get the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities to
wear orange patches or wristbands during their daily activities. The orange bands are
meant for people to show their
own views on the issue. People
are asked to draw symbols on
their bands and are enawragisl
to approach others to discuss
their symbols. The bands are
meant to serve as a vehicle for
open imitation, to stimulate discussion and challenge opinions.
Degner said in an e-mail, "I
am aware th.it (Ml Oftngl
band symbolism has some limitations and is defined in

The orange band
symbolism is a vehicle
to create energy on
campus...
— Kai Degner
senior

-99
scope. However, for the purpose of raising awareness and
inducing a community-wide
discussion, they serve the purpose of a starting point.
"The orange band symbolism is a vehicle to create energy
on campus and direct it at deeper issues and insight."
According to senior Megan
Sweat, who is on the initiative's steering committee,
orange was chosen because it
is bright and neutral. She said
colors such as red or black
have many other connotations
that the group wanted to
avoid. "We want to get people's attention across campus."
The initiative is hoping any
recognized student organizations or clubs that are interested will reserve rooms around
campus through the Events
and ( onferences office at JMU
to have their own open forums
on the conflict with Iraq.
According to the initiative's
Web site, these rooms will be
used "to provide people the
opportunity to discuss their
views and also educate themselves further on the iMUt
Faculty participation is vital
to the success of these forums.
Degner said, "The forums
are crucial to the meaningfulness of this initiative. We would
like to try and have faculty at
each forum as a speaker, member of a panel or a facilitator."
Currently the Initiative has
relied mostly on word of mouth,
personal contacts, the Web site
and AOL Instant Messenger
where you can chat with
Orange Band 2003 committee
members at the screen name:
"OrangeBand2003."
"We are hoping to get local
businesses to put up posters
advertising the Oange Band.
Then* has also been talk of getting (the) mayor ... to come
speak, and we've contacted
other nearby colleges such as
(Eastern Mennonite University]
to encourage involvement,"
Mtf IKAQ. pa$e 4

BRJ \N I I >M K '.mo>pbu-artiphfT
University of Florida professor Anthony B. Falsetti, director of the C.A. Pound Human Identification Laboratory, presents
"Forensic Anthropology and Death Investigation: Individual Cases to Mass Fatality Incidents- Tuesday In ISAT/CS 159.

U. of Fla. visiting scholar discusses
forensic anthropology, death investigations
COLLBBN SCHORN
staff writer
A forensic anthropologist
discussed the study of individual and mass fatality investigations in a visiting scholar
lecture to more than 250 students Tuesday afternoon in
ISAT/CS 159.
"There are only 64 boardcertified forensic anthropologists in the world," said
Anthony B. Falsetti, an associate
professor
in
the
University
of
Florida's
anthropology department.
He discussed the differences
between
forensic
anthropologists, who must
have a doctorate in anthropology, and forensic pathologists,
who study medicine. "The
biggest difference is jurisdicBY

tion (in cases)," he said.
Forensic anthropologists are
used for reference and have no
jurisdiction, whereas forensic
pathologists have jurisdiction
granted by the state, Falsetti
said. Medical examiners and
law enforcement recover the
body, analyze the scene and
testify in court.
Forensic anthropologists
initially work to determine the
gender, ancestry, race and age.
Race can be determined by
simple nasal, mid-facial, cranial and dental examinations.
Falsetti said. To determine age,
anthropologists cite development of bones in bodies aged
from birth to 15 and deterioration after the age of 20.
Unique conditions are
used to identify remains easi-

ly, Falsetti said. These include
intentional modifications to
the body and any mark
caused by trauma. There are
three classes of unique conditions, according to Falsetti.
"Class one includes things
like Band-Aids and wheelchairs, class two is cosmetic
implantation such as breast
implants, and class three is
serialized
life-sustaining
devices," Falsetti said.
After discussing several
examples of individual crimes
resulting in death, Falsetti
talked about mass fatalities
This usually includes vehicular accidents, involving cars,
helicopters and planes. One
heluopter crash resulted in the
death of eight people, but their
bodies were scattered in 2,300

pieces over two miles Forensic
anthropologists use many
methods to identify the
remains. Falsetti said these
same method** were used after
the World fauJe( enter attack
Freshmen Meghan Young
and Carolyn Walser attended
the lecture because "it wasn't
the tvpical passport event,"
Walser said, adding she
found the end of the lecture,
which focused on mass fatalities, the most interesting. "It
showed the application of
forensic anthropology as a
M u-iue." she said.
Young said she enjoyed
"when Dr. Falsetti showed
slides comparing human
bones to animal bones,
because there is just the
slightest difference."

HPD gives citizens hands-on experience
BY TONI DUNCAN

contributing writer
The Harrisonburg Police
Department begins its Citizens
Police Academy today, allowing
Harrisonburg residents and
JMU students to assist the HPD,
while learning what it is like to
be a police officer.
1 h.'
Citizens
Police
Academy is a 12-week, 33hour program in which participants must attend at least 75
percent of the instruction. This
is a yearly program thai gives
citizens a better understanding
of how police officers train,
what they go Ihrough on a regular basis and why they do
things in certain ways, accord-

ing to Harrisonburg Police
Chief Don Harper.
"When a police officer stops
someone for a traffic violation,
they park a certain way,"
Harper said. "It is a safety precaution and (this program]
explains why these Ihings are
done that way."
The academy is free and is
instructed by certified police
officers who are volunteering
their time and expertise,
according to Sgt. Cindy CullWright. Each insfructor represents different jobs lhat police
officers perform. "These j<ibs
range from traffic enforcers to
the SWAT team to the bike
officers." she said.

While participants will graduate from the academy, they
will have no policing power
"They are not training these
people to be police officers,"
Cull-Wright said. "It is to she m
citizens what they do,"
The academy will emphasize .1 wide-range of topics.
They will start with an
overview of the history of
law enforcement, according
to Harper.
1 low ever, the most exciting
aspect of this program is the
hands on training, Harper
said They will be educated in
the shooting of firearms Upon
completion, they will then Be
taught how to tire these arms

■it ,i ■hooting range, Harper
-.ii.l adding that using the
police cars and a designated
training area, participants also
will partake in mock traffic
stops, trunk domestic situations and mock robberies.
Participants get to do the
ouestioning of the suspects in
the same fashion of police officer tr.muvs 1 (uue\cr. the use of
firearms in these situations is
not permitted — they are only
allowed at the rane.e
Kide-a-longs are also part of
the program Participants go on
tin's.' rulc-a-longs at least four
tunes within the 12 weeks,
MT
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HANDGUNS: Va. law challenged
IIASDGUNS.from page 3
caught

on

campus

with

a

(Community College) and
has similar policy." Briggman

according

to

Fred

Hilton,

weapon prior to this decision.

said. He found that "JMU's

director of university relations. According to Hilton,

By early February, Baldygo
informed
Briggman
that

policy also
state law."

however,
the
university
would be forced to adapt its

BRCC's policy does,

in

fact,

conflicts

According to HPD's news

JMU

policy if the attorney general

handgun on campus.

does

not allow students to

decides that the university
regulations conflict the opinion issued.

Because
concealed
weapons are now allowed on

possess a weapon on campus, including students who

has the right to establish reg-

campus,

possess a concealed weapons
permit. Briggman contacted

ulations that are required to
uphold standards of conduct

touch."

Steven Knickrehm. assistant
vice president of resource

governing those employees
and students who work or

planning,
regarding
the
statutory authority of JMU to
enact a weapons policy contradictory to state law.

attend

Hilton

Citizens
Police
Academy."
They meet a few times a year,
according to Harper.

said. "|The university thinks)
that the policy is a reasonable

This academy was adver-

While it is too late to get

students to know that it is not

tised through the radio, televi-

involved in this year's pro-

an anti- or pro-war initiative,

standard that has been put in
place to protect students."

sion
and
newspapers.
Participation was determined

gram, the HI'D welcomes visitors, according to Cull-Wnght.

Briggman said that a public institution like JMU does

through an application process
that narrowed the academy to
24 people. "Any more than

"They
offer
ride-a-longs
throughout the year," she said.
"However the program is cur-

that and it would be counterproductive."
Harper
said.

rcnllv on hold right now," due
to the training of new officers.

"The people who were not

But after this training, those
interested in ride-a-longs can

is

"We

don't

feel

that

weapons on campus are compatible with an educational
environment and are considering restricting our current
policy further," he said.
Briggman said the HRI.I'
will "strongly contest any
regulations

that

contradict

state
law"
after
he was
advised that the current poli
cy is under review.
After examining BRCC's
policies, the HRLP began to
research the policies at other
universities in the state. The
organization
started
with

the

We do not discriminate on age "

Manual
of
Policies
and
Procedures, JMU policy 1105

BRCC currently

to

POUCH, from page 3

according to Harper.

allow students with the proper
permit to carry a concealed

working with the attorney
general's office to revise the
school's policy, Baldygo said

According

with

IRAQ: New
POLICE: Academy
teaches citizens cop skills Web site
promotes
discussion,
awareness

"JMU, like any university,

Knickrehm said that he was
"unaware of any section of
state code that either allows or
prohibits JMU to create such

but

school."

not have the ability to enact
policies which are contrary to

regulations'' Knickrehm also
said that many of (JMU's policies have no specific code
authorization,

the

Virginia law, regardless of the
intentions of the regulations.

are

designed to "minimize threats
to campus security and protect
the interests of students, faculty and staff."

ship between Harrisonburg citizens and the police remains
open. "We hope they keep in
Cull-Wright

said.

pus with guns slung over his
shoulder," he said.

According to Cull-Wright.
"We hope to get everyone we

"But

if

the

Second

JMU considering it is "right
in the backyard of Blue Ridge

currently

they should expect a fight."

New International Program

tude,

as

well

as

suspected

involvement in criminal activities .in.l/or drug use."
The

popularity

of

this

program has grown, especially
among
students,
• according to Cull-Wright

come into the station and fill
out a one-page application,
according

to

Cull-Wright.

can. anyone who is interested
"You have to be an adult, and

Anyone interested in attending
the Citizens Police Academy is

we have people as young as
JMU students who participate.

asked

to contact The Crime

rYmntfon Unit at 434-2530.

IRAQ, from page 3
Isiah Carl Smith said.
The group woJd like, to
stress that people involved
should not just be wearing the
orange bands — they want

it's an encouragement to talk
and become more educated on
the situation in Iraq.
The "week of action" will
be concluded with a formal
speaker March 28 in ISAT/CS
159 to bring about a sense ot
closure and provide guidance
to students on how to stay
involved. It has not yet been
decided who the concluding
formal speaker will be.
Ideas should be e-mailed
to orangeband20030yahoo.com
with "Formal Speaker" in
the subject line.

Bakery & Deli __
The healthiest, tastiest
food you've never had!

Beijing, China
Led by JMU Professor Ping Wang
College of Business

allinclusive

MJKttofl include felony conviction, misdemeanor convictions
involvingcrimesofmor.il lurpi

Cinnamon Bear

Summer 2003
in

Tentative dates:
June 15 - July 15,2003
Cost:
Under $3000 plus airfare,

media release. "Causes for non-

"There is an alumni of the

chosen will have first choice
for next year."

Amendment rights of citizens
are going to be challenged,

review.

to keep in touch so the relation-

"The goal here isn't to allow
anyone ... to walk around cam-

JMU's policy on the prohibition of weapons is not
under

After the program is completed, participants are asked

6 credit hours available
in language and social sciences

• full Coffee Bar
• Chal Catte
' homemade Soups A Salads
' Gourmet Sandwiches

Interested?
Contact: Dr. Ping Wang
Phone: 568-3055
Email: wangpx@jmu.edu

Consult the Breeze and the International Programs website
600 University Blvd. Beside Costco a nTetos
Between Sheetz & JMU Arboretum

(www.jmu. edu/international) for more information after spring break.

/Won - Frl 7am ■ 8pm
Sot 7am - 5pm Son 10am - 5pm

* DELIVERY AVAILABLE! CALL 438-9993 (Dinner-To-Go) *

SunCom

MAKES WIRELESS EASY.

WHEN FREE APPEARS ON YOUR PHONE, MAKE ALL YOUR CALLS FOR FREE."

It's easy with

UnPlan
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES. PERIOD.
No long distance charges. No roaming charges.
Call anytime to anywhere in America.
All day. All night. All you want.

FREE NOKIA 1260

GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH.
Simply pay i S49.95 monthly subscription fee.
Voice Activated Dialing
• Just say a name or number and the phone
dials for you.
* Good on any SunCom phone.

AT&T Wireless

wecctit SunCom
Member of the AISI Wnta Network

ITS NEVER BEEN EASIER! SIGN UP FOR SUNCOM TODAY OR CALL: i 877-CALl SUN
SunCom Score Locations

Si or. Hoot.: M-F »»7p

WbakendHoun Set loa-6p. Sun »-5p

Harrisonburg
Marketplace Snoppes
1866 East Market St, Suite B
(across from Valley Mall near
Books-A-M.llion)
540-246-8440

Staunton
Colonial Mall

Shenandoan Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(across from Colonial Mall)
540-155-8380

F«EE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 1877 »5 57*,
t*-M w4 wM wtari th* *»•* «> ,*. ftmm An -ax w, III I ■ Max..
a-*1.|0uM ■
■—'T—||[|*iri 11 itifcl 1 II_|.J

(byJCPenney)
1331 Greenville Ave
1,40-886-4054
(M-Sat loa-op. Sun n:)o-<, )op)
C0«P0«ATE SAIES 066-353*004 (toll free]

Mueeeefc-horwd Mtr
SfMWn <°mi»unk«iom

•ntocAu

shop online www.SunCom.com
■MM latojtafei
-K—C. V-<a»-.

— F—"TW •■"-—^--",1

..
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IT: Wireless network
continues expansion
IT, from page 1
down student downloads, it la.
cutting down the speed of outbound files more drastically so
people outside of JMU are probably not receiving files from students on campus. This helps to
in.tv.iso students' connection
speeds and reduce the amount
of JMU Internet bandwidth
being used to share files.
An e-mail was sent out to all
students last week to inform
them of the problems causing
their slow connection speed. The
e-mail verified that most filesharing violates copyright laws;
however, at this time, JMU is net
monitoring the types of files students download or make available to others.
According to Hulvey, the
university does not find it fair to
use a program that would completely stop file-sharing, btCMM
there is legitimate music available and companies have set up
sites that charge a monthly fee to
allow legal downloads.
According
to
urww.sgaimu.edu/ilaffairs, JMU
currently does not have to
release personal information on
students to companies contacting JMU about copynght violations, although laws could
change and JMU might be
forced to enact stronger guidclines in the future There have,
however, been court rulings
where such information has
been forced from other universities. The Web site said students
should be cautious of their
downloading so as not to affect
the policies currently in place.
A wireless network allowing students to get online at
various places throughout
campus recently was put into
place
by
IT
workers.
According to Hulvey, there
was a pilot study conducted
Winter 2002 in which students
with laptops were asked to
install network cards in their
notebooks and use the test
sites provided in Carrier
Library, Taylor Down Under
and Warren Hall. The network
was well received, Hulvey
said, and over the summer

-44/ really see the whole
wireless network
taking off.
— Dale Hulvey
assistant vice president for
information technology

-9?
wireless points were added to
the College Center and the
l-eeolou Alumni Center
All sites are using st.ind.irilized Cisco devices, according to
Hulvey, and there are maps indicating the areas on campus
where signals can be found at
IT's Web site, ivuno.jmu.edu/computing. According to Hulvey, IT
is hoping to continue the spread
of the wireless network thnnighout campus.
"I really see the whole v^ irvless
network taking oft," Hulvey said.
Due to the new wireless network throughout campus, IT
worked with the bookstore to
make sure it provides the wireless cards necessary tor laptops
to be able 10 UK the network,
although Taylor said MOM
newer models are being made
with the cards built in. SGA's IT
affairs committee is working to
spread word of the wireless network through its Web site,
i kmii student,
can till out if they would like a
member of the IT affairs committee to help them set up their
laptop with the wireless card
and receive a signal for the first
time at one of the sites.
Although IT affairs is working to inform students of the
wireless network, many still
have not heard of it. Students
such as sophomore Katie
Fitzgerald wish they had heard
about the network earlier
"Knowing about the winless network before coming to
JMU could have swayed my
decision to buy a desktop ami
puter instead of a laptop,"
Fitzgerald said.

E-MAIL: User friendly
E-MAIL, from ftage I
Association's
Information
Technology Affairs committtv
"The new e-mail system, once
fully implemented, will provide
students with an array of new
features such as an integrated
calendar and customizable junk
mail filtering," Taylor Mkl
"Since the new system is Webbased, students will be able to
check their e-mail using any
computer with a Web bffOWMI
they won't be tied down to
using a program like Mulberry."
Many students said they
agree with Taylor. "I believe that
the new e-mail system will lead
to greater ease of use and availability," freshman Bryant < iatsd
said. "It can only benefit the
[MU community and should
make sending e-mails a lot more
user-friendly."
Hulvey
explained
the
process used to adopt the new
system. "About a year-and-ahalf ago we formed a committee
of students, faculty and staff to
get a basic understand ing of the
features desired from an e-mail
server," Hulvey said. "We took
that understanding and developed it into a proposal for a new

<f

e-mail envimnment."
Alter sorting through many
different options, HuKev .nul
his colleagues narrowed down
the choices to two programs.
Then, last September a small
number of students wen- invited
to test out the potential e-mail
clients, whet overwhelmingly
chose the Webmail Direct system, according to Huh e\
"The implementation will
be multi-phased," Hulvey
said. The first phase is
planned to occur this Sunday
at 5 a.m., when the anti-spam
and anti-virus software will be
set into motion. This will help
Hulvey and his colleagues
evaluate the optimal way to
adjust the anti-spam controls.
Then sometime in April, students and faculty thai volunteered to be "early adaptors"
will be switched over to
Webmail. If all goes well and
according to plan, Hulvey
said Memorial Day weekend
is the approximate date tor the
entire campus conversion.
Hulvey said that waiting until
then will avoid any possible
Lontusion during the last few
weeks of the year.
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SGA: Ad prices questioned
SGA, from page 1
hill involving Breeze advertising rates
"The Breeze is the best and
sometimes only way to aM
advertised ... with such high
ad rates, how can The Breeze
truly serve students?" sophomore
At-large
Senator
Ricardo Pincres said.
I etters
from
student
organization representatives
expressed dissatisfaction with
the current rates
Jonathan McNeely, vice
president of the French club,
wrote: "The French club is a
relatively small group ... For
all clubs, it is very important
for their name to be heard by
the student body. The Breeze is
capable ot doing this joh wrv
well. However, the cost of
advertising outweighs any
profit that a club can earn
through its programs ...
Rarely do I see any advertisements of on-campus evens
Madison Project President
Adam Suritz, a senior, agreed.
"This is unfortunate, due
to the high quality of services
Crovided by T)te Breeze. The
ladison Project has been
highly impressed by the quality of advertisement designs,
the wide readership of the
publication and the quality of
customer service we have
received," Suritz said.
It is regrettable that this
quality service is available to
so few student organizations
on a regular basis.''
There are roughly 270
other student organizations
on campus that do not receive
front-end budgeted funding.
Senior Jeanine Gajewski,
editor in chief of The Breeze,
said she met with Arts &
Letters Senator |eff Burke, a
senior, who proposed the initial bill, Jan. 10 to dfecilM
financially viable advertising
options. Gajewski said they
agreed upon The Breeze donat-

ing a 1/16 ad space once a
week to non-FEB student
organizations, which would
be
coordinated
through
Student
Organization
Services Gafcwtld Mid ibt
had not heard back fn»m SGA
regarding her offer
Six years ago, the same
issue was raised in SGA, yet
no action was taken. Burke
said. This prompted current
SGA members to vote tor .in
amendment
that
would
"make them really want to do
something about it."
The amendment to add
"teeth" to the bill was not
passed. Basically, the amendment would have Mgn
cutting student funding for
The Breeze if The Breeze did not
agree to meet with SGA.
"1 think our goal here is to
make student organizations
be able to afford Breeze advertising, hot to punish The Breeze
by taking away student lees
Arts & Letters Senator Connie
Maxwell, a senior, said.
"By taking away student
tees, they're just going to
raise prices again, and that
would hurt student organizations," she said.
Gajewski said that the
Media Board, not SGA, is
responsible for allocating university money to The Breeze.
Vie Breeze received $36,000, or
less than 10 percent of its
operating budget, from t Inboard for the 2003-'04 school
year, according to Gajewski.
Now that SGA has agreed
to take action collectively, it
will be asking 77i<' Breeze to
make ad prices more affordable for student organizations
Rental
manager Glenn
Loucks of Castle Property ■< ls< I
spoke at the SGA meeting. He
discussed an agenda for student action toward a (ilv ordinance involving off-campus
housing policy.
Approximately
four

on some of the apartment
policies, and the city COUnCll
is
pushing
for
all
ot
Harrisonburg s landlords to
do this
"Thus, since landlords
wouldn't want to pay that
amount of money, and if it
dOM happen that this consequence is slated in their tenant
policy, it becomes more likelv
that students will get kicked
out of their apartments easily.
even it it's during the middle
of the year," said Dorn
Peterson, chairman of the
I lai nsonburg
Noise
Ordinance Committee
1 oucks urged students to gel
more involved so that their My
is heard on this matter.
"The city doesn't get as
much student input as they
should be, and because this
matter affects students, they
should get Involved Ihe lv-(
thing to do is to come up with
a presentation to show the, It)
council/' Loucks said.
SGA Community Affairs
Committee
Chair
Jennv
Brockwell, I sophomore,
said she is organizing an

~66

The city doesn 't get as
much student input as
they should he, and
because this matter
affects students, they
should get involved
—Glenn Loucb
rental manager of Castle Proper!)

99
months ago, three city ordinances thai affect JMU offcampus students were passed.
They involved trash and noise
violations and the consei|ueiuvs tor students.
The first offense for a noise
violation was lowered to a
Class 3 misdemeanor, which
is different from the previous
Class 1 misdemeanor. Class
1 misdemeanors go on an
individual's
permanent
criminal record.
However,
although
reduced, the ordinance states
that the violator will have to
do 50 hours of community
service. In all circumstances.
as usual, punishments could
vary under the judge.
I he fourth ordinance currentlv is tabled by the city
council, who is waiting on
landlords' input. This ordinance basically states that
landlords will be fined
$1,000 after three noise violations are committed by
tenants in a two-year period
These tenants do not necessarily have to be the same
tenants. For example, if new
tenanls move in within two
years, the previous tenants'

effort to do this.
\u committee b meetly
freshmen and the legislative
action committee as well .is
others who li\e oil campus.
We are going to present our
point ot view to the »ity council and how students feel.
"Because for a lot ot u>. we
are the ones living in the
apartments, we're the onee
ceuemg or not causing this
problem. We need to let that
be known, she said
Brockwell is collecting student support, and can be
reached at brockivjl
Applications tor campuswide SGA executive CDUftd]
positions currently are available at http://>ga.jimi.edu. The
deadline tor candidate packeta is March 14 by 5 p.m. to
Office, Taylor 234.

"record" is still counted
Currently, this is not stated

FILE SHARING: New program regulates limit
FILE SHARING, from page 1
■cttvtty, P2P file-sharing also
poses a larger legal threat. The
files that are copied and sent
are composed of copyrighted
material, and the potential
legal problems that arise from
such actions could be detrimental to whoever is breaking
those copyrights.
Alberico said, "Yes, the university can identify which computers are downloading and
serving songs, videos and
games Increasingly the record
companies can also detect illegal downloading and many of
them employ technical watchdog companies who use softwan- h I detect large scale downloading and serving of copyrighted materials.
"It is far more likely for individual students to be sued (or in

some cases to be charged with
criminal violations). And this
has happened at other universi
UtBj Alberico said.
Dale Hulvey. assistant vice
president for information technok>gy, is responsible for the
university *■
technology
tHOUIUI including the network infrastructure and the
appropriate use of those technology resources. Although
JMU can monitor downloading
activity, Hulvey said, "They
cannot tell what song, video or
games you are downkviding so
we do not know if the informa
lion being downloaded is copyrighted or not.
As precautionary steps to
protect students fnmi legal onv
sequences, the university is taking sirps to make the JMU community aware of the problem.

Students have been asked to be
NeponaMfl With Internet material, respecting their fellow students as well as the rights of
copyright holders.. Such steps
alreadv have been taken to
dwreaee 1*21* sharing, including
the IT department taking technical steps to limit the amount
of Internet bandwidth that is
,n ailable lor 171' file-sharing.
However, tlx- threat of legal
ICtion does not appear to he
deterring students fnrni continuing to share files.
l don't think its i major
iMUeal all It it's wrong, oh well.
I (list don't think it's an issue,"
sophomore U-ah Larson said.
Hulvev said ' biOctotewa
ninrhanerl a product bom
Packet— called l\u ketShaper.
This product allows us to limit
the amount of our Internet

bandwidth used by certain network protocols and applications.' Hulvey described. "This
product has allowed us to put
limits on the amount of
inbound and outbound traffic
tile-shanng programs GMI DM
In other wonls, by implement
mg uae o\ the new program
downloads can now be regulat
ed and limited
Freshman Rebekah Carter
said, "I think it's an issue many
people are afraid to take a stand
on becaueC it's so controversial
and seems like evervNxiv do»~>
it I'll be hortoal
I download
music and don t U-el guiltv
about it. I think that the idea
that it's wn>ng is due to pressure from big record Industries
more than
anvthing else
bCCMK I ve Mill a lot ot mod
come out ot it

STANLEY: Friends remember alumnus
STANLEY, from page 1
for
Christian
Education
Rosemary Jones said he also
worked at Shrinemont, the
I pis, opal Diocese's summer
camp every year.
I le will be missed by family,
friends and fraternity brothers.
Marie Wilcox, who knew
Stanley from AH Saints, said,
"He was always involved.
He was fun-loving. Whenever

&'wJ£"*>4t

he was anutnd, everyone was
always happy. The people
that he loved were very
important to him."
Jay Burkholder ('02) said,
"Will was a great friend. He
always had such a humungous
smile on his Eke You always
just wanted to spend time with
him. People looked to him, a
gixnJ friend all around."
i lis character was one thing

9t)T <?t)B jmuN1 dPtciAa^.
6 wings only $2! Monday - Friday. Ilam-8pm
(limit 2 orders per person per dag"
TufiLJO cent Wings
^hen 50 cent Legs Lji
QMECJC

and relation with everybody
You couldn't think about him
and not crack a smile htvausc he
was smh .in incredible person
to be around
A memorial ICTVlCG W ill
be held at 6 p.m. tonight at
All Saints I pis, opal Church
on River Road in Richmond.
The flUienil is tomorrow at
All Saints i piecopeJ Church
at 2 p.m.

GET EM UJI1ILE THEM RE HOT!
PIAN t HAS TMIM ALL AT SAL! MUCK!

a

BUFFALO WILD WINGI
t^Jf GRILL & BAR «^

main said will be missed.
Vi/i.uno. a Kappa Alpha
member with StaiUCJ said
"(Stanley | had such a passion
tor lite he was nidi an outsianding person, friend, brother
and he'll be remembered
Senior Alan Smith, who
pledged Kappa Alpha with
Stanley, said, "He epilomi/ed
what we should all strive tor as
brothers thniugh his actions

twHua

moAtwtu

TM Alms « Sm Lung, jWfU
TlnCwal- lUCtnd
turn - Cjrf, Organ
The Oatum - IbDnn
Felk InptMiM ■ TU Ntw h*lk lmfU,Un
The Ptitc* - 2\lh Amtitmsry reitnm oflUrir e*ulag
Uncli TaeeU . n^mW rtiuua ./MartA 16-20 1992.
N» Drpmtimn. S$M hrrt G—u
Denait McClatkin - OMaafc McCbuUm Apii*
Went Wondt. ,V. HoUmf Sara

R Kelly ( ho.ulate I.ittoty
Fifty Cent

Gel Rkh "» /'/. /

All American Rejects

Iff jlanriiraa llrfaro

SeanPdul - D*lt\ Atfl
Nor a ft Jones
Cat Power
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Cradle? Ihe Grave mumhrnck
Dar Williams • ll>, Bmuh »j AW

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY!

Dixie Chicks //..../.-

Ch.ck ml Ptw 9 lor naw It uu. CDs.
accassor!•*, imports, indias, vinyl, ticket!, to
deal aunts, special ordtn Ma morei

JohniiyCash

K.UH

,

Uu Mm Wlm CtmmAmmmd
S.0'>-0'"''i.'"l*We"M<i. I

434-0999
; :

I m F-rWrtaini
SuM & MpM: Ultimate Trivia - chance to winTfQO'
LM* '

•torn am

KX)7 South Main Harrisonburg. Va 22801

438-0790

HMONUIM

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790 96 E. Market St.

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!

Mon-Sat 10-9, Sunday 12-6

Ufttsn Before You Buy!

WWW.PLAIM9MUSIC.COM
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In Need of Housing?
COI l>N\ II I
BANKI K

post Spring Y$reak Concert Cine-up
^fn^laJZ
THE SENSATIONAL SOUND
M". iD*h <; OF ONE OF THE NATIONS
BEST ROCK BANDS

Virginia Coalition"
•

with guest,

< OMMI K< I \l
FUNKHOUSER
RFAI IORS-

Pi

We offer the largest selection
of off campus housing to meet
your specific needs.

i

Hunters Ridge Condos || Hunters Ridge Townhomes
2,3.4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

1.2.3 & 4 BedroomsUnique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms.

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom. 4 bath
units are fully furnished

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

"My Blue Pill"
Tickets are $10 &
Available only at the door, 18 & up

Wednesday
"ar. 19th^

THE ULTIMATE
LED ZEPPLIN EXPERIENCE

"ZOSO
with guest,

"Jive Street" a
The Finger Blasters
1st Time Ever at Mainstreet, 80s Rock Tribute
Tickets are $8 in advance &
$10 at the door

Devon Lane Townhomes 1

Gingerbread House

J bea rooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space. Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms.

1,2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

£ a J bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts

j bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

1.2 a 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Some
utilities included.

3 Bedrooms •
Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

3 a 4 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and
features a deck, storage room
full kitchen and washer/dryer.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equipped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

TICKETS AWAILABLE AT MAINSTREET & PLAN 9 IN H BURG

432 9963

All Shows 18 & up
"
Mainstreet is Perfectly
visit us at our website
Located at 153 South Mainstreet
www.mainsireetrocks.com
in Downtown Harrisonburg

Ask the Dietician
BY MICHELE CAVOTO, RD

A

. common college legend that I'm asked about
when I'm doing group presentations or meeting one-onone with students is, "Does Dining Services really add
laxatives to the food?" For whatever reason, this
remains one of the biggest campus myths. 1 can most
assuredly state that this is NOT true. Dining Services
does NOT add laxatives to any foods.
It shouldn't be a surprise to you that your body's
schedule is different at college-lots of things arc
different. Your schedule, when you get up and when
you get to sleep, is different than it was at home and
even different day-to-day depending on your class
schedule. Your activity level may be different too.
Your actual food choices, the nutritional make-up
of your diet, may be different than you had been eating
before coming to campus. And, don't forget that the
amount of alcohol consumed will factor in as well.
It's also not unusual for college students to rush
through a meal in order to get to class or to meet up
with someone, and how fast you cat can affect your
digestive process.
Lastly, I am a firm believer that stress affects your
appetite and bowel activity. Students deal with a lot of
stress ranging from being homesick, dealing with
sharing a room with a roommate, academic stress, time
management issues, financial stress, relationship issues,
etc.
So, hopefully, I have debunked this myth about
college foodservices. There arc any number of reasons
that your gastrointestinal system will "rebel" when you
come to college. Laxatives in the food isn't one of
them!
To acknowledge March as National Nutrition Month,
I'll be writing a weekly column to address "hot" topics
in Nutrition. To suggest a topic, email me at
cavotomg(a)jmu. edu
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Harrisonburg residents cannot be
pleased with their city government's
failure to represent their interests.

OPINION

M«

HOUSE

house editorial, below
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Oh. and you can head east too; Elkton
always seems so enticing this time of year.
DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior
tee column, below

EDITORIAL

New complex approved, leaves others wondering why
^Hkvi'ly tossing JMJV the
■Die l.iw of supply and
demand, the H.irnsonburg
Planning Commission hit
appniM'd .i plan to Hood Ita
iv with more apartment
compli'ws than ii has students In fill them.
^According to the March 3
kwut' »f
rht Brtete, the
^■risnnburg
I'l.inning
Commission approved the
plan to constnicl .1 new apartment complex to be huilt near
Aahtn Crossing, parallel to
Devon Lane. The plan was
aoprousl unanimously, with
Tiissioner Robert
taimngfoi personal raajoflfl
Why a Harrisonburg com-

Hat w.mUi agree to a plan
t onlv will in. rease Ihe

and congestion cA the
Port Republn Road and Devon
■ane
area
is
baffling.
■arrisonburg residents cannot
b*' ple.iM'd with their dh got
rnnienl I laihire to represi ill
ih' eir interests
"That
Intersection
at
Devon
Lane
and
Port
Republic |Road], which is
already a nightmare, is going
to get worst-," Harrisonburg
planning commissioner Debra
Stevens said in the I'eb 11
issue of the Daily Ntws-RtCOrd

The apartment complexes in
the area, Ashby and Forrest
Hills, at this point already nearly regress into complete anarchy every weekend. What will
happen when an entire extra
complex is thrown into the mix
is anyone's guess. It certainly
will not aid the residents of the
city who wish for a little more
peace and quiet on the weekendS; especially those who live
on Oak Hill Drive and who
already deal with the noise and
annoyances every weekend.
JMU President Linwood
Rose cautioned against the
construction of more apartment complexes in The Breeze,
saving, "Developers and the
( iiv of Harrisonburg should
carefully review the many factors that would be affected by
further expansion in the Port
RcDublk Road area."
Even students agreed that
the Clenside complex will do
more harm than good. "I
think there's enough student
bousing already. There's no
need to build more apartments," junior Robert Barnard
said in The Breeze.
Aside from the question of
the noise and congestion it will
create is the simple question of
need. Apartment complexes

across
Harrisonburg
are
already at each other's throats
over tenants. The last thing we
need is another contender.
Soon, each student living off
campus will be able to occupy
his or her own apartment.
If the city would brave an
effort to represent its constituents, it would listen to their
concerns about noise and congestion. The planning commission in that case would have
been stringently opposed to the
plan and instead would leave
work on the Port Republic Road
to those in charge of dealing
with Harrisonburg's traffic and
noise problems.

■ On the Senous Tip

Darts

Darts A f'til' an suhmtwilaruai\rru>u\l\
u'ulI'niih d txi a v/Mjrr umiJuMr husu
1 tan bandupmtmtpv*m\
OptokMqfagbm wn»»m.»n. penon or e\*nt
ami tin iwi >n. ,'\\tinh rrllal Ih,- IrulH.

Pats
E-mail darts and pals in bree/edp4Photmail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "Jesus-loves-you" pat to each and
every penon no maun who you are or how
much you love lesus because he proved his
low tor us when he died fur us.

Fiona /mar BAO iota ysu too ana* at won
uf yountgoinf in,to with a man who
iivuU ratluv Wre tlunt 'v intlvut you.

Dart...

A "you-rip-us-off-enough" dart to the management at a certain on-campus eatery tor charging me extra on a combo that comes with a salad
because I added an extra scoop of dressing.
Serif by an angry sophomore who feels that students should not be charged almost $2 for condiments when we pay $18,000 a year to attend this
university and also thinks that if you want to
enforce a rule, you should have signs posted M
everyone is aware of your cheapness.

Pat...

A "get-some-bigger-pants" dart to a
player
In lympnonic band who
revelled just «i little too much at the
, oncer) last weekend.
Fmm an audience member who went to liear
tOMtt good hand mu-n and didn't enjoy looking
at uom butt ■ tiitk am time you took a breath.

Pat...

A "way-to-be-spirited" pat to the guy who
is at every home basketball game, covered in
purple and gold clothing and face paint,
regardless of the number of other students
and fans who show up.
From a Pep Band member ivho is Ivtppy to see you
from across the court and is glad someone else is pnnul
to wear our school colors and support our teams.

Dart...

\ vou-made-my-night-of-designateddriving-a-hell-ol-a-lot-h«tter" pat to the
JIM locks) it VVXJM who played Alkaline
Trio. I actually thought I had hit my CD in

my mistake.
Fwm a i>ery gnitiiul SnrhararJed driver ivho
mpapkM }MU
wliodi'n't titten to trap mrjfc,

A "recognize-the-need" dart to a certain
academic building for not having any tampons in its bathrooms because all the
machines are broken.
Sent in by a sophomore business major who lias
every class there and wfto ran around to every single
bathroom with no avail —No joke.
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"To the press alone, crtetjuered as it is tinth abuses,
tlie tivrld is ituiebted for all the triumphs which
have been gained by
reason and Humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison

The houw cJ1tofi.1l reflect* Ihe opinion ot ihe editonal
board u a whole, and it not necessarily ihe opinion of any
individual Mall memher ol The Breeze.
I .limn .1 Board:
Jeanlnc C.awjesU
Kdilnr
Tnvh ( linttrnperl
Manayinx I .In..Jftnka Ham-bun
Opinion f ditm
Ixticn lo ihe editor should he no more than 500 words.
cohimitt thouW r«e no rraire than 1001) wordv and both
will be published on a space available ham. The) mini hc
delivered lo The Breeze by noon Tuetda) or S p.m. Friday
The Breeze reserve* the nghl to edii lor clarity and space
The opinions in thit section do noi ncceturily reflect
ihe opinion ot the newspaper, itnv siall, or James
Madison Univenily.

Breakers get heads
up before heading off
DavidClementson

■JL f M
Don't be fooled. Our "Spring
Bn'ak" — arriving sooner than
you can say "overrated director
M.irtin Scorcese" — is during
the winter. Punxsutawney Phil
saw his shadow, we got six
more weeks of winter and there
probably still will be snow on
the ground. And I'm not talking
about everyone's favorite v\ Mfc
reggae artist best known for his
one hit "Informer," either. I'm
talking about the lovely dust
that closes school and gives
landlords an opportunity to not
plow parking lots.
Most students optimistically
are looking forward to this
break and are desiring to head
somewhere luxurious, tropical
or "alternative." Florida seems
to be on a lot of people's minds
— and not just the 2(Xk4 presidential candidates either. The
Sunshine State may not be the
destination of a whole lot of
math majors. But Florida does
know how to host a warm,
relaxing vacation. And I'm talking about more than just opportunities for pregnant chads.
Knjoy the beaches, Cuban
cigars and some pre-stnkc
spring training baseball. The
code orange alert never seemed
so fun until you've gotten to
bathe in the sun's rays .md sip
on freshly squeezed orange
hike while using your binoculars to catch a peek at
(.u.mlanamo Bay
While you may be doing a
lot of partying, don't forget to
wear protection Sunscreen is .i
valuable investment that'■ t>(Un
underrated. Hmm, sounds like
college — if you don't ever have
to p.irk your car, that is.
But before vou 00 latlu-nng
on the SPF 45 with UVA, UVB or
Tech friends, you need to mold
your body into something more
acceptable to another early-***
one-hit wonder. Right Said Fred.
It's a good thing you waited
until the last second to get your
body in shape for the week s
festivities We all know that
muscles appear over night. Cuts
and flab can be lost by doing a
few sit-ups and crunches. And
two or three trips to the local
fake bake safely can turn your
pasty, pale, skklv flesh into a
golden tan II you hit up a tanning bed, be sure to specify
what cok>r you're aiming for

After one trip to the salon, a
friend said I looked like a Smurf
— an accusation I (tailed until 1
was blue in ths'taa
So get to the gym around one
to two days before Spring Break
and sculpt that figure. No one
will ever remember vou were
last seen pumping inm during
the tirst several weeks of that
forgettable New Year's resolution. A k>t of people are trying It»
trim their abs to a nvk-hard
washboard stom,uh Here's a
workout guaranteed togi\e you
a six — or even eight — pack in
almost no time. ^lopejimg. And
if you're trying to take off some
pesky pounds, henrt I more
elaborate vet guaranteed, diet
plan: stop eating and 'tart running. If you haven't lost the
dosired Wright \et simplv
repeat steps one and two.
While the prospect of heading south can seem Lnvftfau
others may choose to go north
(or the skiing or west for the
dude ranches. Just keep track ot
your car Oh, and you can head
east too. F.lkton alwavs seems so
enticing this time of
Sorrv to spring fashion concepts on you, but it is important
Not everyone i.ti-t take Nelly's
advice about clothing when the
weather is getting "hot in
herre." Too bad Michael lackson
heani wrong and thought Nellv
was telling him to takeotl .ill his
nose Regarding seasonal styles
guvs seem to tie sha\ing their
heads kyNral girls seem to be
shaving everything but their
heads. But don't just alter your
own self-image based wi what
Other people .ire telling you.
Take time to listen to your
heart, your conscience and the
latest Maxim magazine poll
You may think you re fatter
than an administrator s wallet
during a budget crisis, and the
honorable reverend l»r Phil
may be telling you you're fat,
ugly and stupid, but only you
can assert yourself and choose
to visit vourself in a positive
light. Fashion is what looks best
on you, not what lix»ks ginxl on
AIVS-MI MUanO 01 Kobe Bryant.
Stay true lo VOunsU and be
unu|ue. like everyone else
As far as nn Vacation plans,
I'll be going to Queeni over the
break. No, not San Francisco;
I'm not going on that kind ot
"alternative" Spnng Break. I ni
going to the boroughs of New
tork s. itv. to visit lriends,ind hit
up clubs Hopefully I won't get
confused, thinking I never left
see BREAK, page 8
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ken, grape
juice, Eminem,
packing peanuts
and dm

OPINION

"Packing pen
hours of fun, chicken,
Eminem, grape juice
SPOTLIOf

fi

Brandon Kacraarski

Alexis von Schoening
junior, theatre

junior, international affairs

Mffl

"You can eat chickens
and grape juice. Eminem
and packing peanuts can
be used for making
noise Dams keep
hat's not to like''"

I "Chickens — delicious.
nCrape juice to wash it
Dams are cool.
jPeanuts, Eminem —
lor peanut MS
Dion DeLesia
sophomore, English

— pAoMgraptar

Mark Prokopchak
senior, English

Rank the following: chickens, dams, grape juice, packing peanuts and Eminem.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

BREAK: Bakers, builders bounce
HRh \h •'. in Mje 7

SGA proposal shows
concern for students
To the Editor
In response to the hoirc
editorial in the March ^ issur
of The Breeze regarding pock■ •(-.,/r.i few i .IT,Is I find il
dittMteffUl tO redd such ,1
poorly
researched
article
about a project with good and
ohvions intentions
\s ihe
Student
Government
Association's chairman for
student services, I am outraged to see my committee's
hard work blown out of proportion. The Breeze, of all
orR.lni/ati.ins. should understand the Importance cif relaying information to students
The
editorial
presents
"flaws" that discredit the need
for bus cards. 1 would like to
address each "flaw," as I feel it
is necessary to correct their misconceptions and explain the
cards' beneficial purpiwe*

New cards based on
concept by JMADD
litor
This letter is in res
to the house editorial published in the March 3 I
The trine. As the founder of
Madison
Against
Drunk Driving, I am deeply
distui:

been o
the production and distribution of
pocket-si/ed bus schedules
for two semesters We have

I he idea is to condense the
current multiple-paged bus
schedule into a free, convenient and easy-to-interpret
card. I would like to stress
that the card is a simplified
chart, which only lists the
most frequented bus stops
— school, apartment complexes, the mall, downtown
locations, etc. This chart
easily fits on a bi-fold card
and in no way will resemble the supposed "thick
and cumbersome" nature
described in the article
To say we are misusing
student Met is (braid. It The
Breeze had researched properly and obtained factual
information, it would have
realised the use of student
fees on this project is practically
non-existent
Harrisonburg Transit was so
highly impressed with this
innovative idea that it is
sponsoring nearly l'JO per
contacted
the
Student
Government Associal
0 help us with our
project,
. apparently have taken n
without .
redii to
our orga
goal w.i
ute the

cent
of
this
project.
Furthermore, the cards will be
an inexpensive substitute to
the 8.5-by-l 1 inch schedules
The cards are convenient
and small in size. They
would not requite students to
check online schedules 01
force visits to Warren Hall to
pick one up. The card simply
would he m your pocket as
an immediate resource and
will be especially useful to
students on the nreel
I am disheartened not only
asa student leader on tins campus who actively promotes and
encourages positive ptDSmma,
but also as a student of this university The Breeze attics) was

i lory. I flight]
age The Breeze and other slu
dent publications to acquire
any and all facts before publishing such nonsense

Brian Nido
junior, political science It
public admin.
<- not funny li

me destructive
that happen every

night on college campuses.
.taking a step
in the1 right dffl '
student
support .

■

. nights
— nights when •:
relied upon more. H.r
schedule that
can tit in a purse 0
pocket would
dent to hop on a bus
of hopping into a car.

ild be in

Drunk driving
will never cease to exist, but
numberto make ■ difference at IMU
and the 9
i Mowing
through with our plan.
Gina Santucci
junior, history

In addition, TV Breeze's edi-

Wittii in be the new bouse editorial cartoonist? brtntatiMoH9luitmiM.com

JMU, when I'm not allowed to
make right turns on red lights
It'll be ,l W«efc ot relaxation
away from classes and papers.
Nothing says peace and quiet
like the citv that never sleeps
Mark Twain said hi-never let
his s,htxilmg interfere with his
evIiK.ition. Spring Duuk is .in
Opportunity lor us to continue
oui education. And soapbox
columns with students lecturing
Othej students are about as
enlightening as Trent Ixitt

speaking on BET.
So let's all just have fun

■ From the Wire

over the break. Don't think
about all the papers and tests
you'll return to Monday.
Don't worry about all those
resume! you should be mailing off or those job interviewi
that would be a better time
expenditure. April 15 — tax
day — is still far off Don't
worry about the job market,
or terror alerts, or car payment'., or housing for next
year, or overdue library
books, or over-quota e-mail
boxes, or your clothes going
Out of style, or a cure Got \ll 1$
or your relationship with that

special someone, or your bank

account's low Interest rats, or
.mother tuitior hike, or that
show you need to tape Of
that weird sound your brake
pads are making or any other
irrelevant
irritants you'll
think of when you can t gel
to sleep tonight.
Ami whatever vou do, don't
worry about plagiarizing onehit wonders from the earjy 90s.
Don't worn, be happy

Dtn'ul Ckmentson b >> senior
political tdence major who tan too
bum/packing tor me heal to think
cftomeWng offensive to toy here.

Showing off breast isn't so bad
People sre always up in
aims about the way women am
portrayed bl the media. They
say women are often object ified in magazines and television ihoWS, making them horrible casualties <>t .1 male-dominated industry that sees
women as a commodity r.ither
than human beings
Wcv is tlv poor, exploited
bony-framed model on the catwalk She's a helpless victim of
the M-\-driven media, poor girl.
The thing is, that model is
making more money than any
One oi her dnmling, reclinersawj admirers with then Sjportt
Dusfrota-! SwimtuH EoTWwai and
their Maxim magazines.
This isn't an image only disseminated by the insensitive
media; you see it everywhere.
My health book, for example,
features at least a muple unnecessary pictures of girls in short
skirts (Hher pictures show very
thin women, demonstrating
health) activities, but neverthe-

less, the girls are quite thin. This
is a health textbook, the supposed champion of good body
image and health consciousness.
Often times concern is
drawn away from the people
really affected by this issue, and
those are the young girls
exposed to these images. The
body image discussion with
young women should be right
up thea' with the birds and the
bees conversation.
Girls need to know how
Hollywood is one big marketing strategy before they feel put
down by Photoshopped glamour shots. They need to know
about target audiences and the
beer-guzzling 30-something
men who drive the market
They need to be told that
Hollywood is its own little
world where standards are
skewed and sales numbers rule
the decision-making process.
Here's the way 1 like to look
at this female exploitation —
men are suckers A model or

achCSS can show halt a bfcasl in
a mavis Slid millions ofl men
will flock to see it
WfaateSl have all tile power
I'm not trying to say that
women everywhere should just

. atsf to the male lucttei
that Hollywood is completely in
the right when women arc
hanging out of their rlothos in
public. What I'm suing is, it
you're truly offended, shut oft
the television and put down the
magazine. It you're not off
ed, then snicker at hypocritical
artists
such
as Christina
Aguilera who sing about get
ting "Dirrty" and skanking up
the stage and then tum amund
the next minute to sing about
being "Beautiful" with a pristine self-image.
It's that kind of aesthetic distance that will allow you to
enjoy Hollywood's calamity for
what it really is.

Jenn Rourke it a writer for
the Daily Egyptian at Southern
Illinois Univertiti/ Carboiuialc.
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You Still Have Time!

Karaoke
tf&wimm
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All Ladies 216Up Free Until 11

northern Exposure
Gritl

College night

1221 Forest Hill Road
Harrisonburg. Virginia

(540) 442-8550
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ide Room

iiiii'.H i>'i in.

rasa-skis*

Euery Thursday
10 pm - 2 am

LESSON #1 HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

You can still apply to be
an International Intern
— (iotndMm® for next
year is March 7th.
So .. . get an application
and work quickly!!
Phone 568-6979
E-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
Come to 1077 South Main

1t2t Oeverle Ava
(just off University Bfvd)
Touch frao automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free nnse
8 Vacuums
Upholatsjry shampooar
Fragrance machma
433-aOM

11171 1 MaJn 11
(next to Charlie Otoaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail canters
433-5«00

LESSON tf ' MIRACLE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY'
The card is FREE
Every 6* «aeh is free
Prepaid option (major credit cards accepted)
Attendants available Fn 4 Set 10-12noon/1-4pm (Sun - Thu i
/ .s.Si IN />J. SPOT FREE RINSE a LtSS WORK ' MORE PLA Y'

Go tO www.jmu.edu/intemationaI/internships

It's your future .. .
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COMICS
Just Like Reality

Patrick Bredland

Get your work published.

Show off your talent.

Illustrate for The Breeze.

For information,
contact Sarah at stanitse.

^fl>W TO A Ct^

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.

til HarpcrCollinsPwWjsAm

A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone. Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

FIND THESE GREAT TITLES
AND MORE AT:

4"Jfe|AMLS
~?MADISON

UNIVERSITY.

HBOOKSTORE
www.imu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

I

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

<

LPaLntza JJaau \Jattoo
X?
200

eSoutn j^Avt.
c^TaixlionLruxq
433-56J2

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

19
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LOSUM

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (March 6). You should be able to express yourself pretty well this year. Words aren't
your only form of communication, either. Music, film, color and form are all mediums you can use. And
you might even find a way to draw a fat paycheck for your efforts.

2

3

4

'7

Aries March 21-April 19
_—- Today is a 7 - What you lack in financial
^^_» resources, you more than make up for in
^r"W >;ood I.H'ks and charm You mi^ht get the
financial resources, too, but not if you
goof off on the job.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22
Today is an 8 - You may have to thread
your way through a minefield to achieve
your goal. Not a problem, right? You
have a natural talent for locating hot
spots and skirting around them.

Taurus April 20-May 20
Today is a 6 - Shortages only make the
ljj^kiv game more interesting You can get by on
^^PM less than most people. Congratulate your™ self as you do it again.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21
M Today is a 7 - You don't have to figure
everything out by yourself. It's OK to ask
for an expert's help. And let your team
cover for you on a tough job. Save your
energy for later.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 5 - A demanding older person
may be getting you down, but odds are
' fp°d y°u don't let it show. You're earning
your keep. It'll get easier soon.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Today is an 8 - State your position forcefully, and you'll get your message across.
have to be the loudest one.
flP© You
, don't
Your
certainty is persuasive.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
_ —- Today is a 9 - You're pretty gung-ho,
■^gjj •""! you're lucky Your odds of winning
^^^» are high, but you're not the only one on
the team. Make sure teammates get

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Today is a 7 - If you hit the books, you
Asm may tind the puzzle piece you're after A
MJL loved one with more experience can
JS V point you in the right direction.

20

4a

29

25

30
37

44

be

57

some applause.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
.,
Today is a 7 - Money is only a concept. It
ia^^Sk can ** crealed and destroyed. If some of
^^T youre was destroyed recently, you have
your motivation. Don't give up.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
<. %t- Today is a 5 - If you're in the business of
{JR caring lor other people s money, watch
^MX\ "'it Have the lads straight. And stay cool
^SBV even it others don t

—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 Doorway part
5 Nordic rugs
9 Type of tiger or
towel
14 Operatic
highlight
15 Profane
utterance
16 Century plant
17 Foot part
18PontaDelgada
minerals?
20 Eyed lewdly
22 Olympus
honcho
23 Big bang
letters?
24 Roomy boats
26 Helmut's three
28 Would-be
32 Simple
planetarium

12

13

33

34

35

i

61

62

63

I
"

54

53
59

60
96

1

n

■

51

65

ca

11

27

50

58

M

somebody you love, in the privacy of
your own home.

■P

10

'
"
23

42

49

'
55

1
19

46

45

ik

. Today is a 7 - This is another good
gjfc^ evening for talking and not talking '■■jp preferably the latter, in the company of

8

41

40

j Today is a 6 - A little competitiveness is
[ good. It gets you going. Try not to gel
angry, though. That dulls your edge and
messes up your timing.

7

31

36

if

6

21

1
28

1I
1

,.
,.

14

67

69

70

72

'3

50
52
54
55
56

Most calm
Aswan's river
Raced
CIA precursor
Clinton Cabinet
member
60 Join up
64 Northern
paradise?
67 East of the
Urals
68 Grand-slam
man of tennis
69 1996 Tony
'
winner
70 European
defense assn.
71 Auguries
72 Fifths of five
73 Woad and anil

36 Holier-_-thou
37 Fertile soil
39 Stiff bristles
40 Den
41 Water lily
43 Moon goddess
44 Sten and Motto
46 Stet's opposite
47 Annexes
48 Visualizing

DOWN

1 Hoosegow
2 "Rule Britannia"
composer
3 Common
rodents

4 Desert storm?
5 Highway
carcass
6 Carl of the Sox
7 The gamut
8 Cut into small
pieces
9 Quarterbacks,
at times
10 Past
11 Hair division
12 Tied
13 Remainder
19 New currency
21 Misdo

25 Netlike cap

38 Slippers
42 Slithering
hissers
45 Hidden
marksmen
49 Secluded
valley
51 Poetic
contraction
53 January in
Juarez
55 Norway capital
56 Did the crawl
57 Golfer
Ballesteros
59 Port of Yemen
61 Brit's indignant
comment
62 Web location
63 Artists' mecca
65 Lair
66 Compass dir.

27 The Old Sod?
28 Map book
29 Alan Ladd film
30 "Common
Sense" writer
31 Bill of Microsoft
33 Musical
exercise piece
34 Ayn and Sally
35 Leavening
agent

Things
Before Spring Break

AJ
Jv'l->

I. Pack clothes

1. Pick up plane tickets
3. Confirm hotel reservations
4. Take pete to parents' house
5. Stop by SUNCHASE
to sign my new lease

Don't wait till it's too late, enjoy
your spring break with one less
worry on your mind. Hurry in,
only a limited number of spaces
remain. Also ask about our
current availability.

4 Bedroom. 4 Bathroom Individually Leased
• Phenomenal Pool & Sunbathing Area
• Fully Equipped Fitness & Business Center
• Superior State-of-the-Art Clubhouse
* Conveniently Close to Campus
'->

442.44800

wwrw. sunchase.net
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With each bite or second
helping, students may find
themselves heartbeats
away from health risks
Story by contributing writer Cheryl Lock
Photos by senior photographer Kristy Nicolich
In a culture thai wants it
fast, cheap and high quality, one could only assume
the same standards for the
food
industry
exist.
Americans can choose the value
pack, super sized with 35 percent more food. Big Gulps are
now Slurp n' Gulps and the Big
Mac has birthed the Big N' Tasty
But is more food the cause of
larger appetites and a growing
abundance of obesity-related
health problems?

_«.

Whether they 're eating a
hamburger and fries or
going for seconds, they
may just want instant
gratification with out
thiking about long-term
risb.
-Erin Edwards
KM

95
In the Jan., 22, 2003 issue of
USA Today, it seems Americans are
pushing their appetites to the max
at the cost of their health.
During the 1970s, Amu
consumed about 1,800 calories a

day. That average jumped in the
mid-90s to 2.000 calories a day,
according to the American Dietetics
Organization's
Web
rita
uiinv.ealrightxom.
Two-hundred
» al. tries may not seem like a big difference. However, it adds an KM
20 pounds to the average A i
■it the end of the year, according to
the same Web Site.
There is an increasing concern
OVB the implications of America's
growing appetites. Currently, about
31 percent, or roughly S9 million
people, are obese, according to the
[an. 1 issue of the lournal of the
American
Medical
Association. Obesity
It detined as being
30 or more pounds
over a hcalthv
weight, according
to a February 7,
2003 article in USA
Today. Almost 65 percent
of people are either obese
or overweight, meaning 10
to 30 pounds over a healthy
weight, which lllCNlMl
their chances of developing
diabetes, heart ill
some types of cancer and a
host of other health problems, according to tinsame article.
"I don't think that students take
into consideration what they are
putting into their mouths," senior
Erin Edwards said. "Whether
they're eating a hamburger and
fries or going for seconds, Ihey may
just want instant gratification without
thinking about long-term risks."
I lowever, college students are at
risk for shortening their lives In the
same study conducted by the foumnl
of the American Medical Assuairion, a
scv erelv obese 20-year-old white man

can expect to lose 13 years of life,
compared to a normal weight peer.
I veil a slightly overweight young
adult may lose a year off his life.
The problem doesn't have to
get this severe. Weight gain may
be a problem with how much a
person is eating but also how
often According to the Jan. 22
I.MII' of USA Today, snacking on
saltv foods such as crackers, chips
and pretzels has increased from 1
ounce servings to 1.6 ounce servings from 1977 through 1998 —
an increase of 93 caloru Although many dietitians and
physicians have attempted to find an
explanation for who is at risk for obesity, the answers seem
ambiguous. A Feb 23,
article
in
The
Washington Post
made n'tcreme to
I
the book "Fat
land," in which the
author, Greg Critser,
pointed to poverty and
lass as "key determinants of obesity and
weight-related disease" and also said
that
fast-food
restaurant- target
people of color. The
truth, however, is that
obesity levels have
increased steadily in all racial and
socioeconomic groups over the past
i. cording to the same article
Overeating seems to be a big
Eroblem with an increasing numpr of Americans, and the increase
may be affecting students as well
According to the dining services'
Web site, wwuyimt nUi/dinmgMutnlion, a single serving of the fresh
Mozzarella Salami and Akili, served
at PC Dukes, is 900 calorics and 43.3
grams of fat.
At D-hall the Beef Fajita has
750 calories and 57 grams of fat
per serving.
"Even though 1 am full at Dhall 1 still get the dessert |ust
because it's there," freshman
Dana Lokitis said.
For students who may agree with
Inkilis attempts to find nutrition
facts about the Sweets section of Dhall will be disappointed. This section
of D-Hall, along with other campus
dining locations including Let's Go
and Lakeside Express, are missing
from the dining services Web site.

Students may worry
about
their
caloricintake However not all
dietary options
are
unhealthy. "It's possible
to eat healthy anywhere on campus, if you want to," senior
Shannon Kelley, a dictetu s major,
said. "You just have to find the
healthy food. D-hall has nutritional facts of most of the food
they serve, which is really good.
Sometimes people forget that
tln-v have to offer foods that
everybody will eat and not just
the nutritional stuff. If they just
served nutritional food, no one
would eat there."

-66
It's possible to eat healthy
anywhere on campus, if
you want to. You just have
to find the healthy food.
—Shannon Kelley
senior

99—
Students have a wide array
of options, ranging from
Chinese food and sushi to chicken quesadillas.
At D-Hall a majority of the
wraps are under 400 calories and

seven grams of fat The GreenGreen Aubergine Wrap is 270 calories and two grams of fat
Market One has a number of
food choices under 400 calories tor
those who pn-ter meal in their diet.
The ham and cheese sub is 397 calories and 15.5 grams of fat. There
also is the option of the Churrasco
Grilled Flank Steak with 262 cal<v
ries and 16 grams of fat from the
Sbarro Italian Eatery station.
However, other ciBpiW
aren't left with as many options as
JMU. "Northeastern University in
Boston has a lot of fast food restaurants like Burger King," junior
Andrew Ferrara said. "They don't
really have a good selection when
it comes to healthy food. I think
we're pretty lucky here at JMU to
have what we do have"
The key to eating healthy is to
know when it's time to stop and
watch portion control. "Any person
can go into D-hall and get one serv
ing of something, and it will fit into
their diet, depending on what their
d.iet is," Kelley said.
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Exchange your old books for some new reading material in this bookworm's free-for-all.

KATY KAIN

senior

See story page 14

Zirkle House:
unplugged,
layered
Norton unplugs into vibrant energy
BY JORIE SUH

contributing writer
Reminiscent of futuristic
cartoons yet striking a chord
with a stark '50s retro look, senior Sarah Norton's creatkms
are funky in "Sarah Norton
Unplugged" on display in
Zirkle House this week.
The
paintings
and
screen prints are not large
but seem to vibrate with
energy. They are small
views of the interior of a
room — a lamp and chair,
twin beds with paintings
above them, sofas and
small side tables holding
lamps, a decorative artwork or plant among them
The small paintings and
screen prints vibrate with
energy and vivid, contrasting
reds, purples and blues
jagged, pointy lines are consistent throughout Norton's
work, especially on objects
that are commonly soft and
plush, like cushions and pillows. The dichotomy of
jagged lines in combination
with traditionally soft objects
is fascinating and worthy of
continual study. Her exhibit
seems to have a sense of con-

Ani DiFranco should be on the next
commercial for the Energizer battery ... she
puts that bunny to shame.

<- Ift a 'Book Thing*

STYLE

1 want people to realize
that there are other
outlets in the room
other than the obvious.
—Sarah Norton
senior

99
tained energy that communicates fun and exuberance. It
incites curiosity about what
else the room may hold, making the viewer want to peer
around the corner with a
di-siretoseemore.
Norton's ink drawings
are hung together on one
wall, creating a powerful
influence on the viewer
They are small, 4 by 4 inch
views of the rooms, but
these are more intimate.
even precious and definitely more intricately cmllj
They are mostly black and
white with a little wash of
color highlighting the rich
dimension of the spaces

within the pieces.
A powerful theme carried out in every piece of
artwork in the room is an
empty electrical outlet.
"I want people to realize
that there are other outlets in
the room other than the obvious," Norton said in her
.trust's statement.
Even though the outlets
are empty, there is plenty
of electrifying energy pulsing through. The interiors
do not seem to need the
addition of an artificial
power source.
The exhibit exudes and
radiates its own force, almost
flaunting its autonomy,
always
displaying
the
unused outlets, the energy
is coming from its own
source of expression — the
kind that's fun and animated.
The viewer will notice
that the cords do not plug
into the outlets, yet twist
and curl and are highly
expressive, seemingly alive
with a purpose of their
own. The unplugged cords
epitomize the entire portfolio ol work as light hearted
and energized.
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Pacchione uses symbolic layers
to demonstrate lost causes
BY ROBIN GLOBE

contributing writer
Senior
Massimo
Pacchione makes his public display debut in Zirkle
House
this
week.
Pacchione creates artwork
that, at first, appears simple, until the viewer
moves' in for a closer look
— a look at the surface.
The bright, rich colors
and extreme size of the
pie.es draw the viewer
into the exhibit while the
multiple images found
within each painting
keep them there looking
and thinking. According
to Pacchione, his artwork
previously has been seen
only in his own basement
studio.
Pacchione said in his
artist's statement, "I hope
that my art might affect

64I hope that my art
might affect
someone, somewhere.
— Massimo Pacchione
senior

55
someone, somewhere."
The majority of the
artwork is composed of
layers of bright, thick
paint, chalk and applied
materials, all of which
help create a variety ol
textured surfaces within
each painting.
Materials that can be

found woven between
the many layers of paint
are drywall screen, paint
samples, plastic wrap,
price tags, cigarette butts,
bullet casings and magazine pages as well .is
photocopied and handdrawn im.u
A bright yellow smiley
face, a lewish star, the
Statue of Liberty and X-ray
screens that strip the
human form down to its
very core ire ,i lew of the
numerous images used by
the artist to relleet social
issues. acconUng to the
artist's statement
It appears that Pacchione
is trying to show that many
sodal issiu^s throughout history have Ixvn glossed over
or covered up just as he has
covered over the images in
his artwork.

PHOTOS BY I AURA DEAN/p/««" rjm»
Artwork by senior Sarah Norton (above) and senior Massimo Pacchione (right) are on display In Zirkle House this week In their exhibits featuring themes of energy and layers.
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Ani DiFranco is 'just trying to evolve' with new album
Indie rock goddess experiments with jazz, Junk in 'Evolve'yet keeps her infamous political poetry alive
BY KATY KAIN

contributing writer
Ani DiFranco should be on
the next commercial for tlie
Energizer battery. With 1J .ilhums
to her name over the course of her
13-year career, she puts that
bunny to shame. In any case, the
queen of indie rock is back with
"Evolve," her latest rek'ase from
Righteous Babe Records.
With a new infectious blend
of vibrant guitar, ja/./-intused
melodies and funk stylishcs, the
album screams ol DiFranco's
intellectual wit and sarcastic
brilliance that her fans have
come to know and li <\ e
Interspersed with a series of
jazz arrangements and horn s<\ Uons, the titk\ "Fvolve" is fitting
since it seems to represent the
sound of DiFranco's growing
style over the pas' lew \e.irs
However, her intricate guitar
beats remind the listener not
only of her awesome .HOIISM,
abilities, but also of her earlk-r
days of guitar-driven anecdote-.

I

6 6... tl\e music industry
Mafia is pimping girl
power/Sniping off
sharpshooter singles from
their Styrofoam towers...
—AniDirramo
musician

99
DiFranco might be evol\ in«
instrumcntallv as .in artist but
her infamous poetry on tlwj politksof hlr is still very much alive.
HIT cool, slii k voice makes it
feel like she'l ringing 2 feet
away, yet her lyrics portray
depth and soul that some may
never grasp. Although her
vocals an'compnsed ol a sharp,
crisp whisper, her mMNgi
strikes hod at the heart Of the
mam-!' in "Evolve" — "Cll2 lhe\
are locking our «ms ami our

daughters in cages/ They are
taking by the thousands our
lives horn under us/ It's a crash
course in religious fundamentals I'm just trying to evolve '
"Evolve" offers DiFranco's
trademark strum of the guitar
accompanied by her sarcastic
croon - - something any true fan
would consider to be an irresistible combination.
"Slide" showcases her true
fashion, where DiFranco gives
emotion a melody with a fierce
guitar. She sings about giving
into desire and losing hope —
"I'm haunted by illicit, explicit
dreams/ And I can't really wake
up/ So 1 just drift in between/
Thinking the glass is half
empty/ And thinking it's not
quite full/ The r*wring rain is no
place for a bicycle ride/ Try it > hit
the brakes/ And you rildl
"Serpentine" is a 10-minute
guitar picking performance of
political and corporate poking,
or rather what DDfcttlOO seems
10 just want to get off her mind

— "And the music industry
Mafia is pimping girl power/
Sniping off sharpshooter singles
from
their
Styrofoam
rowers/And hip-hop is tied up
in the Kick of the nxim/With a
logo stuffed in its mouth/Cuz
the master's tools will never dismantle the master's hOUM
"Evolve" encompasses a time
well spent with several musicians who toured with DiFranco
for several years — Julie Wolf on
keyboards, lason Mercer on bass,
Hans Teuber on flute and reeds,
Darni Hahn on drums and Todd
Horton, Ravi Best and Shane
Endsley on brass.
With the past emergence of
DiFranco into a style more
jazz-oriented than guitarbased, she's rumored to have
had a slight decrease in her fan
base In horn's of rekindling
some folk-rock spirit gone
astray, "Evolve" might be what
brings those runawavs back
home. DiFranco is, in fact,
"just trying to evolve."

PHI I|IK in KII si oi Ki>;h:,.>i,\ foil*rftranb
An* DiFranco has released "Evolve," her 15th album over the
span of her 13-year career, featuring an experimental new sound.
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Book leftovers: who wants 4em?

Want to put
the style
section on a

Bring those have-reads to The Book Thing for today's good deed
I never would have
guessed that the best thing to
do with my old, read books
would be s*i simple
Previously when I'd finish
reading a book, it would be
assigned a place on an already
overcrowded bookshelf. The
next five minutes would be spent
trying to wedge that book
between two others. It's a process
that became so tiring that I simply stacked piles of books behind
my closet doors or sandwiched
them with bookends that always
ni.in.iged to slide off my dresser,
destroying any sense of neatness
I had hoped for.
Eventually it was too much
— even by my standards. With
all these books crowding my
room with nowhere to go,
something needed to be done. I
didn't want to go through the
economically promising but
self-esteem damaging process
of a book sale on the driveway. I
could see the big painted sign in
my mind: BOOKSALE and
imagine the flood of customers
and the mountains of cash flow-

'AfC'ffiings
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
ing from my fingers — or lack
thereof. My original intention
was to tike them to the used
bookstore and pawn them off
for money or store credit to buy,
you guessed it, more books. Do
you see the vicious cycle I live
with? But this venture was
impossible as well because the
bookstore was overstocked.
So there I was, stuck with
books I had no desire to keep
for future reference, books 1
would never read again —
and 1 felt there was no way to
get rid of them save for throw-

ing them into a fire. But I
would never have sunk that
low — better to drown in a
quagmire of unwanted novels
than to put even one page to
the flame. Remember that
scene in "Indiana (ones and
the Last Crusade" when
Indiana Jones and his father
witness the book burning at
the Nazi rally? I try not to.
And then I came across an
article in Book Magazine that
profiled a Baltimore operation
called The Book Thing, a volunteer-run organization whose

mission is to collect unwanted
or donated books and give
them away for free. This little
parable having taken place last
summer, I figured what a nice
day-trip it would make, traveling the two hours from home in
my father's Volvo to The Book
Thing's base of operations,
back trunk weighed down with
books I wanted to get rid of.
But I wasn't getting rid of
them, was I? No, the new word
now was "donate" and I
planned to do so with gusto.
The eventual total was two
large shopping bags filled to the
brim with old paperbacks and
some hardcover novels that I
never wanted to see again. Not
only did I have a horrible time
reading them but they had festered in my room for so long
they felt like guests who had
overstayed their welcome ever
since the South seceded from the
Union. This donation of books I
hated was for the best, though
— you know the whole deal
about how one man's trash is
another man's treasure.

WE*

Oh-so-Ozzy overload ... uncensored
9

'The Osbournes DVD comes out this week with funky features
BY DIANE WERTS

Ncwsday
You say "(BLEEP)!" I say
"$&$&!" Which is funnier?
Those who are so inclined get
their choice. "The Osbournes"
come* out this week on DVD
in both censored and "totally
uncensored" versions of its
first hit season of new-wave
family values.
I'm now officially ready to
name mom-manager-mastermind Sharon Osbourne as
Entrepreneur of the Year, maybe
the decade, for the way she's
engineered this astonishing
pop-culture sales job. As if the
MTV "reality" comedy series
hadn't been impressive enough
— ri'iru i^oMting husband
Ozzy's heavy metal status and
making both them and their
kids household names, ubiquitous TV presences, merchan-

dise-marketing forces and
provocateurs for national discussion of modern parenting —
she now has delivered a DVD
Ml that comprehensively commemorates the spirit of the
whole bleeping phenomenon.
The clan's wild/warm
humor radiates throughout
these two discs, which are jampacked with funky/affectionate
offshoots echoing the TV series.
l>n the uncensored DVD, the
first season's 10 episodes can be
screened with all their rank language not only unexpurgated
(oddly, visuals of less-rude gestures are carefully blurred) but
even printed onscreen if you
enable the handy Ozzy
Translator function. This interprets the doddering rocker's
mumbled ramblings in printed
yellow letters — certainly helps
my oft-baffled ears — accompa-

nied by scribbled drawings
illustrating the goings-on.
Running audio commentary for
each episode from Sharon and
son Jack is available, too (once
you plow through the Disneyowned distributor's ludicrous
disclaimer screens), though
there's precious little insight to
be gleaned from Sharon
lamenting her stolen cat, giggling at "daddy picking his
nose," or suggesting that Jack
looks like Harpo Marx (to
which the spacey teen replies,
"Who's that?").
Enabling both functions at
the same time offers true sensory overload.
Other extras include a blooper reel, Ozzy's offhand recounting of his own loopy Ten
Commandments, and games
like Osbournes Bingo or Name
That Dookie, where you match

excrement footage with the dog
that produced it. Sound offensive? Then you shouldn't be
watching these discs anyway.
Those who don't mind a little
smelly irreverence will find
DVD delights around every corner here, right down to the function menus behind which the
family watches itself on the telly
or bulldog \xt\a licks letters off
the screen.
But the best option in the
"uncensored"
Osbournes
saga is the ability to switch
back to tidied-up MTV audio
at any time. My husband
likes to hear the family in all
its a-cursing glory. I prefer
the bleep-fest, not because of
tender
sensibilities
but
because the sound effect adds
a certain \v ne sais quoi to this
already meticulously constructed comedy.

Apply to be an
online editor for
The Breezel

Turn in:
- cover letter
- resume
3 clips (if possible)
by March 18

Drew Wilson
editor in chief

Leonard W Aamodt. MD, FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MO, FACOG
Martha A.Jones, CNM, M5
Barbara M. Kirkland, CNM, MS
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BAND LINE UP:

Thurs

araoke
Friday - Travis Trltt. Joe Nickels/
Po6t Concert Partj^
Saturday - Tgiwnjj-Wo'od

W

Lake Shelton Concert - May $, Tickets Go 0a Sale Marth 8 @ 9pm

www.swhc.net

1950-A DEYERU AVI. HARRISONBURG

Summon La too ahontdon't aptnd it inaidei
Work outdoors...
At Historic Lake Accotink Park
J>qwred in ^pmaLielJ, Virt

CHECK US

On ONLINE Alshnwb com

MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO
TO CHANGF. THE WORLD?
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (born 1821) founded
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker.
In 1908, at age 87, she founded The Christian Science Monitor, an international
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date) Her book Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions.
Found on line at www.spirituality.com
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csmonitor.com/women

It's Back!
The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg
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ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
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SPORTS

"I've seen it too many times
when teams are looking ahead .
we can't afford to look ahead."

Third time's the charm

The women's basketball team will square off
against George Mason for the third straight
year in the CAA Tournament.

SHERMAN DILLARD

men's basketball coach
See stery btlew

See story below

— BASEBALL —

MEN'S BASKETBALL
march 7

march 9

march 8

march 10

2003 men's Pioneer CAA basketball bracket

#8 William t Mary

Game 1 Winner

Game 1
5:00 p.m.

Game 3 Winner

Game 3
12:00 p.m.

#9 Hohtra

#1 UNC-Wllmlngton
#4 George Mason

f~L/-*r**r, 7 Ulinnnr

Game 7
3:00 p.m.

Game 4 Winner

Game 4
2:30 p.m.

#5 Delaware
Championship Game
7:00 p.m.
ESPN2

*2VCU
#7JMU
Game 2
7:30 p.m.

#10Towson

Champion

Game 5 Winner

Game 5
4:00 p.m.

Game 2 Winner
Game 8 Winner

Game 8
5:30 p.m.

#3 Drexel

Game 6 Winner

Game 6
8:30 p.m.

#6 Old Dominion
SARAH STANnVA»w«

Last chance for Dillard?
Seventh-seed JMU takes on 10th-seed Tow son Friday
i\ DAN BOWMAN
assistant spans editor
In what could be .1 final
effort
to
save
coach
Sherman Dillard's job, the
Dukes take the court
against Tnwson Univ.r-.iU
tomorrow at the play-in

advance," DiUaid --aid. "I've
seen it too many times when
Mam .ire looking ahead and
obviously where we are as a
basketball team, we can't
afford to look ahead."
II seventh-seeded JMU
(12-16 overall, 8-10 CAA)
game of the Colonial v.irls tomormw. it will move
Athletic
Association on to face the second seed,
Commonwealth
Tournament in Richmond Virginia
at 7:30 p.m. Dillard said his I Diversity Saturday at 6
team is taking the same p.m. However. Dillard said
approach to the tournament by no means is his team
as it did toward the end of overlooking the lOth-seeded
the regular season when it Tigers (4-23, 1-17 CAA)
was able to win three out of despite sweeping Towson in
its final four games — one two regular season meetings.
"This is the third time
game at a time.
"It's one and done and we're facing this ball club,"
you've got to win to Dillard said. "We know

-6 6We know each other
so well and I think it
makes for a totally
different game.
— Sherman Dillard
men's haskelball coach

-9?
each other so well and I
think it makes for a totally
different game. I think the
team that can take advantage of all the nuances and
all the scouting reports will

be the team tli.it will win.
"I think the key to this
one is that we are well prepared for a team that could
be very hungry. They have
not had a great season and
they understand that it
makes tor a dangerous Qrsl
round game for us."
Junior forward Dwayne
BroyleS
agreed
with
Dillard, citing that defense
would be the primary focus
going into the game
"We can't look past
Towson because it's single
elimination," Hroyles laid
"They finished at the bottom
of the pack, so they're probably coming in just wanting to
make il lough for somebody

I think we can get il (loin en
offense, we just have to
defend for 41) minutes
limit their scoring and disrupt their offense
Overall, Dillard said he
thinks the tournament will
COnsiSl oi longer, more dimII
out games for lli.it reason, he
said the' Dukes will need to
rely on a more consistent]
h.iit.imrt offensive scheme
"Tournament play 1- -,,
different,' Dillard laid
I
think you'll see longer possessions, lower scoring
games ... I think defense
will be more of a factor.
learns typically don't shoot
veCASKIU, page 16

CAA tournament
should be wide open
ON THE

with

SIDELINES

the

same
record, the
tie-breaker
will depend
on who is
leading the
1 (inference
and how the
two teams
stack
up
against that
DREW
lop team.
However.
WILSON
it is already
■
.1 lock that JMU and C.corgc
Mason will meet in the second round of the conference
tournament (both teams got
a bye on the lirst day)
regardless ,u who gets the
fourth or tiftll seed
For the Dukes and the
Patriots, it s ,1 s,.\r\ 1 ase of
deja vu. This year will be the
third year in a row the two
rivals have met in the conference tournament.

Two years ago ms two
faced off for a thriller that
saw then-sophomore for-

ward Shanna Price nail a 3pointer as time expired to
send the game into overtime,
where the Dukes won 72-68.
I.a9t year, George Mason got
revenge, knocking the Dukes
off 65-56 in the quarterfinals.
This year, the two teams
split their regular season
meetings.
The
Patriots
crushed the Dukes 82-57 in
Fairfax Jan. 5. However, in
JMU's defense, the Dukes
were not playing their best
ball, by any means. JMU did
not pick up its current head
of steam until mid-January.
When the two met in
Harrisonburg Feb. 6, JMU
pulled off a 68-58 win.
Both JMU and George
Mason match up fairly even
ly. The Dukes have the scoring of seniors Price and forward Nadine Morgan, along
with the floor leadership of
senior guard Jess Cichowicz
and continually improving
play of sophomore center
Krystal Brooks.
The Patriots have a multisteJMU.pagtlS

Winless so far in 2003, the
baseball squad came up empty in
thru sixth .Utempt to snag a win
on the young season. In only its
second game in nine days, the
Diamond Dukes dmpped a ne*v
conterence game
to
the
University of
Vi rgini
Iuesday
C a v a 1 i e rs |
Tui-sday, \2JMU

The t ava I
received]
•even and I

2
UVA

two thirds I
3
innings
of I
work from
sophomore
left-hander
Andrew Dobftes Overcoming
three errors, his effort on the
mound quieted the Diamond
Dukes bats all afternoon, giving up one earned run, while
striking out seven. JML WM
unable to capitalize on the
p<x>r CevaHn defense* leaving
a total of seven men on base.
Senior third baseman Brent
Metheny h.id two hits and one
RBI, and sophomore right
fielder Mike Buttl had the
other RBI for JMU.
Junior lust b.isenun Joe
Koshansky paced the Cavalier
offense going 2-4. with two
RBI. Koshansk\ also scored the
eventual game-winning run in
the bottom of the fourth taring
off the bat of freshman left
tielderTom Hagan.
—•pom staff rep v.

— SOFTBALL —

Dukes
continue
slump
against
Liberty
Ihe Softball team (l-S)
lost a double-header Tuosda)
to liberty University (4-5) In
Lynchburg The Dukes lost
the first game 9-0 and the

second 7-6.
Libert)

the

day, I

throwing
no-hitter in I
the
first
game and I
tallying 10
strikeouts
The Dukes
started
sophomore

Dukes locked in to play Mason for third straight year
Should the
two finish

Diamond
Dukes
remain
winless
on season

pitcher Ali
Thompson
w as
the
highlight ofl

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

With
the
Women's
Colonial Athletic Association
Tournament only a week
away, one thing is for certain
— the title is open for the
taking. Heading into today,
the top four teams are within
three games of each other.
For the first time in almost
,1 decade, there is parity atop
the CAA. Not since the 1994'95 season has one team even
been within three games of
annual powerhouse Old
Dominion
University.
however,
the
Lady
Monarchs arc not so powerful this season.
With two games to play,
ODU stands at 13-3, ■' hall
game behind the confer.-i ce
leaders, the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington
and
the University of
Delaware, that are both 14-3.
JMU sits in fourth place
at 11-6 entering today, where
it will play at Drexel
University. If George Mason
University, currently 10-7 in
the CAA, win- today, the
Dukes need a win to insure
they grab the fourth seed.
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luosd.lV

)ML
0
Liberty
9

Liberty

left-handed
pitcher I u
t laorge and I
relieved her with Ireshman
right-hander Brians I arrera
I he second game was
more competitive as Ihe
Dukes lumped nut to an earl)
2-0 lead in the second inning
off of runs scored b)f * arrera
and red-shirt sophomore
first baseman Kristi Nixon.
i hat lead did nol last long
as Liberty scored three times
in the bottom ot the second
inning IVfO Oi those runs
came from I iberty freshman
Adrienne Daniels' homerun
over the left field fence.
The game IVll tied at si\

apiece m the bottom of the
fifth, it remained tied until
Liberty sophomore Cassle

MI ROAM UHUa^atasiRsati
Senior forward Shanna Price (second from the left) puts
up a shot In the lane Tuesday afternoon during practice.

.

( .unpbcll Singled home the
game winning run
The Dukes e. ill play again
tins weekend al the Bon
Tournament in Burlington,
N.C. March 7-9- They will
also play a doubleheader
against lion March 11 start
mg at 2 p.m.

—from -titif report
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Bonnies opt
to end season
St. Bonaventure University
forfeits six conference victories

MORGAN Kit lii.*utli*i*iitniphrr

Junior forward Dwayne Broyles. left, drives against freshman guard John Naparlo as the Dukes prepare for the CAA Tournament.

CASKILL: Key for JMU
CASKIU.tnm, ftp 15
the ball ,i» VMII in tournament pla\
"I think rwilfcourt offense
is rtrj important. We r.'
going to really focus on making IUR we can execute in I
halfcourt offense because of
the slower pace of things."
One player Dillard said
could be a factor for the Dukes'
chances in the tournament is
senior forward Ian Caskill.
Dillard said of Caskill, who
averaged 11.3 points and 7.2
rebounds per game thi- season,
that his more constant presence
down low has led to better
guard play, especially of late
"I think we are better offensiv.'lv' Dillard said. "One reason is the improved play of Ian
[( ,iskill| He s ttwayl been
nut 1 think now he's more

-66We can't look back on
what happened in the
past. We've just got to
move forward ...
— Dwayne Broyles

-59
consistent with th.it and th.it'■
taken a link- bit moiv pressure
off of our perimeter auyi'
Although Caskill tried to
downplay his contributions to
Ihs team, he did not downplay
the rignfflfKC »l performing
well in the tournament.
"I don't pee m\ sclt u Ml K-

Pot mom information or an application, visit the
Offict of International Programs, 1077 South
Main Street, 568-6419, ttudy«hWd@jmu.edu
www.jmu.adu/fnitmotioniil or contort...
Charles Turner, Ph.D.
Director, Semester in London
iurnorcc@jmu.odu, 568

factor, 1 just play hard and try
lo do what it takes for us to
win," Ctfklll said. "But it's
hard to beat a team three
time* in a season, so we're
looking srrinuslv to take care
oJ buainCM and move on."
Broyles also talked about
JMU's otfense. He said everyone
would have to contribute in
order to maintain success
thmughout the tournament.
"We feel very comfortable
with our offense," Brv
said. "We feel we can get
something inside and we can
net something outside.
"I think I need to be more
aggressive in the tournament to
try and make things happen,"
Brovles added. "I think every-*
body has to step it up a knotch
in the tournament though, even
the guys on the bench. It's going

to take I total team effort to win
tin whoki trans"
But for the Dukes to ultimately succeed in the tournament,
Bruvles said they are going to
have to look past their failures
over the last two seasons.
"We can't look back on what
happened in the past," Brovles
said. "We've just got to move
forward and try and win some
games in this tournament like
apahleof."
Dillard said, "We have a
group of seniors and upper(l.issnun that understand
tournament play The seniors
hopefully will fulfill that sense
of urgency knowing that it's
their last go-round."
Without a CAA Title at the
end of the tournament though,
it may end up being Dillard's
list go-round as well

BY MiKh Ji NSI N
Knight Ridder Tribune
St. Bonaventure's basketball season officially ended
Tuesday. The players had
had enough.
On Monday, the Bonnies
forfeited six Atlantic Ten victories for using an ineligible
player, and the A-10 presidents also voted to keep the
Bonnies out of the conference tournament.
Tuesday, St. Bonaventure
announced it would forfeit
Wednesday night's game at
Massachusetts
and
Saturday's home game with
Dayton.
A
statement
released on the school's Web
site said: "In meetings,
members of the team
expressed anger, frustration
and dismay over the sanctions, and concluded later in
the day that the enthusiasm
and motivation needed to
perform successfully in the
games were lacking."
Apparently though, St.
Bonaventure's players, devastated by the news that
they were ineligible to compete for an NCAA tournament bid, also were upset by
the lack of communication
from the school — and their
own coaches — in the last
couple of days.
Last
week,
St.
Bonaventure announced that
junior center Jamil Terrell
was ineligible because he did
not meet NCAA guidelines
for junior-college transfers.
Terrell reportedly did not
have the required associate's degree from Coastal
Georgia
Community
College. He instead had a
welding certificate.
St. Bonaventure President
Robert). Wickenheiser, whose
son, Kort, is an assistant basketball coach at the school.

-66
My heart goes out to
the players... 1 very
much sympathize with
the emotions they are
feeling at this time.
— Robert J. Wickenheiser
St. Bonaventure University president

99_
said he was invoked in the
decision to admit Terrell.
"My heart goes out to the
players," Wickenheiser said
Tuesday in a statement. "I
spoke with one of the players last evening, and he
shared with me the feelings
of hurt and confusion the
team has about not being
able to play in the tournament. I very much sympathize with the emotions they
are feeling at this time."
The player he talked to
apparently was Norristown
High graduate Marques
Green, a 5-foot-6 junior
point guard and a legitimate
NBA prospect, who leads
the A-10 in scoring, assist-,
and steals.
Atlantic Ten commissioner
l.inda Bruno said there would
be no repercussions for the
players because they decided
to not play the two games
"St. Bonaventure supported them in doing this," she
said Tuesday afternoon.
In | statement released by
the A-10, Bruno said, "We
are extremely disappointed
that St. Bonaventure has
taken
this action. The
Atlantic
Ten
Presidents
Council will discuss the university's decision at their
April 1 meeting."
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Have a Safe and FUN Sprincj Break!

Love, The Breeze Ads Staff
THE NEW

ITS SOMETHING ELSE

Seats five, has 53 cubic
feet of cargo space, and
is available with 180 hp
and a B speed manual
shift. Even evolution

r

can't fully explain it.
©2002 TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, USA. INC BUCKLE UP!
DO IT FOR THOSE WHO LOVE YOU. 'MSRP INCLUDES
DELIVERY. PROCESSING AND HANDLING FEE. EXCLUDES TAX.
TITLE. LICENSE, OPTIONS AND REGIONALLY REQUIRED
EQUIPMENT. ACTUAL DEALER PRICE MAY VARY

MARCH

13-15, 2003

REGENT UNIVERSITY
PREVIEW WEEKEND
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION SC THE ARTS
MEET CURRENT STUDENTS, FACULTY AND ADMISSIONS STAFF
AND TOUR THE NEW MEDIA AND PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
COSTS:
• A 1135 REGISTRATION PACKAGE (PUR
PERSON) INCLUDES A LIGHT RECEPTION

VISIT US DURING

PREVIEW WEEKEND

ON THURSDAY NIGHT, THREE MEALS
ON FRIDAY, BREAKEAST ON SATURDAY
AND LODGING FOR THURSDAY AND
I'KMHY NIGHTS ON CAMPUS AT

Till POUMX kSlNN.
• A $59 PACKAGE INCH IDI S ('* Ml i M Ml I

\\DSEE WHY
REGENT UNIVERSITY

AND MEALS WITH NO LODGING.

LS ONE OF THE
I ASTI.ST-GROWING
GRADUATE SCHOOLS
IN THE WORLD.

THK UNIVIWSITY'S FOUNDER* INN
IXK MKDON CAMPUS WIIJ.GI.VDI.Y
PWATDE ROUND TRIP SHUTTLE SERVICE
FOR You FROM NOREOI.K INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT, OR THE NORIOI.K GREYHOUND
Bus TKRMINAL.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
JUNIORS & SENIORS INTERI STBD IN
GRADUATE DEGREE IN TIN;
COMMUNICATION Am
♦TELEVISION
♦FILM
♦THEATRE
♦ANIMATION
♦JOURNALISM
♦COMMUNICATION STUDII.X

TRANSPORTATION:

REGENT
UNIVERSITY.
1000 UUST Umnm D«I\T. HBJM * BMCH VA 2MM-W00

757.226.4018 • Fax 757.226.4039
E-mail: preview@regentedu
www.regent.edu/preview

COME PREVIEW THE FUTURE
OF MEDIA EDUCATION IN A
CHRISTIAN ENVIRONMENT.

\
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WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS2003 w omen's Pioneer CAA basketball bracket

M

Gome 1 anrmer

Gome 1
5:00 p.m.

Game 3
IMOo.m.
•1

The women's gymnastics
loam had several personal
N st scores as it lost to George
Washington
University
Wednesday
Feb.
26
in

Game] winner

Game 7
500 p.m.

WORM i rrkHW

Washington, D.<

#4
Game4
2:30 p.m.

Gome 4

The Dukes c.inu'd a combined score of lul.l, but could
not overcome the 193.925 tallied by the Colonials.

WNIOSI

N
Chornptopship Gome

Gorr»2
730 p.m.
#10

Games
6:0C p.m.
8an»2«Mnrier

n
M

Gome*
7:30 p.m.

Caravello. tied for fourth on

the balance bean with net
personal best score ol 9.675.
The Dukes will travel to
North
Carolina
State
University
to
compete
March 8.

/iiiai ilaymMii

Wallace qualifies for NCAAs

GomeS Winner

GomeB
7 JO p.m.

with a personal besl 9.750.
lit i ilsttr, freshman |essi<i

The team's total score of
191.1 was the second best
this season for the Dukes
The team high this year is
192.050 set at home Feb. 7
against
the
College
of
William & Mary.
Freshman
Lauren
t aravello tied for second in
the uneven parallel bars

TRACK AND FIELD

Chompton

M
#7

Dukes have record setting day

CometWkiner

GometWlnner

Senior
All-American
Anthony Wallace captured
first place and provisionally
qualified for the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association Indoor Track &
I Leld Championships at the
Virginia lech I SS< Chance
Meet March 1 in Blacksburg.
He recorded a season-best

leap of 7.65 meter in the
long jump.
The NCAA invites between
14 and 16 long jumpers to the
competition. Wallace, who finished fifth in last year's championship to earn his AllAmerica status, is tied for 19th
in the current national chart*
With one more event to go on

the regular season schedule*
the Intercollegiate Association
of Amateur
.Athletes
of
America, March 7-8 in Boston,
Mass.. Wallace has one last
opportunity to secure Ins invitation to the NCAA championships in Favetteville, Ark..
March 14 to 15.

—fim

SAR UtSTANTl

JMU: It's deja vu
JMU .from page 15
pie threat in )en Derevjanik,
who can light up the gym when
hot and also can get her teammates in the mix. Derevjamk
leads the team with 15.9 points
per game and 4.3 assists a game.
Mason also has Vcrncssa
Neamo, who is averaging 13.5
[Mints a game.
Dssptts the close matchup
on paper, the Dukes are playing the best ball at the moment.
IMU has won 10 ol its last 11
entering today and could have

nuc?Ct*ao/'a

Sweden

For Further Into
contact Cheryl Tobler
Ass latent Director,
International Programs
toblerca GJmu. edu
| 5684273

knocked off Delaware last
Sunday had red-shirt senior
guard Jody l,eRose not been
out with an illness. Meanwhile,
the Patriots are only 8-7 in their
:.nnes
If one thing is tor sun1, when
it comes to rivalries, it's anyone's game — just like the CAA
Tournament itself. And if a team
can survive a rivalry game like
the one that is expected
between the Dukes and the
Patriots, the rest could be downhill from there. Then again, this

is ihs lams cordovnee that has
always gone through the Lady
Monarchs sin,,. o|ll joined
the CAA in the early 1990s.
The
Women's
CAA
Tournament begins with the
first
round
starting next
Thursday in \ortolk
DftW Wu$OH fl il ntmor
SMAD niti/or IWKI hopes the Dukes
can filially knock Old Dominion off
the CAA throne mul head to tiv
NCAA Tournament because lie
■and /n Mars nsosnbn fa the Big
Dame this year.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Harrick under fire again
B^ BRIAN MCKPHY
Knighl Ridder Tribune
One gets the impression that
this will not end well nor quickK for tin- Georgia basketball
program and embattled head
coach lim Harrick.
Hut then things have ncui
ended well tor Harrick, who
was chased out ol LCT.AforfalsitMtig expense reports and asking others to lie about it and left
Rhode Island with a sexual
harassment lawsuit looming.
Now it's Georgia and allega-

tions from former player Tony
Cole that he and son/assistant
|im Harrick, Jr. did just about
everything the NCAA frowns
upon: money for phone bills,
buying televisions, taking classes
at a community college and giving credit for unattended classes.
And everything about the
situation seems icky.
"Coach Hamck said to mc that
he felt that this all amid be
addressed and will be addressed."
Georgia director of athletics Vince
Dooley told CBS "I told him I

hope so, and that thus was a \ cr\
difficult decision for me."
The question, unfortunatcK.
was ahout whether or not the
allegations were Use .is I I
had told CBS earlier
We,in'going to hnd out that
the allegations are untrue,"
Harrick said It Is VI r\ hard to sit
and let people attack your pnv
gram ami family Hut when may
look into everything they are
going to find out that this is not
true. We don't give money to
young people."
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Large 1 Bedroom Apartments
good
ii'n

8/17. 13.'C Cell 4331509.
Nags Head - Student aummai
rentals Call 252 255 6328 or
aaatmMnnraty.com.
Fill Subl»**« m Suncha.a
Looking for tomato. Can 442 7759.
Sevan ledreon Home - 1250/
person. 2 kitchens. 2 baths. Call
4 Bedroom Cans'* ter Rent • 3
bedrooms still available $250/
month, wearier/dryer. Hunters
Ridge.,minutes from JMU. Call
804-9376791.

WE HAVE
PROPERTY ATi
WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1-2-3-4 OR S BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline-Rlner Rentals

438-8800

m View Drive TH - 5 bedroome,
furnished. Ethernet, walking
tastanoB. $230/mo. One year lease
(8/03 8/04) 703-450-5008
*peole» art Quart 2 OR Asertnenta
S265 per person in ©unit studenl
Building. Fully equipped with 1 5
beth. W/0 A/C. D/W and large
living and dining rooms. Cell
564-2659 iMvw.casUepnweriy.com
1IH

Houee - good location,

W/D. available 8/17/03. $675.
Can 433-1569
2SO W. Water
■ ■■ .,
i
parking, storage. June 1, $750,
879-9947
R4*> Large 1 — ■»■*■■*» ■ Ail
sppliences, available August,
$455. 4331569.
W/D. available 8/17 Oi t410
M45 Call 4311569
Movlni/llving Olf CampnaTviiTl
iKb.jnnj.aau/ocl/liarjna> htm. JMU'i
official aw lor offcampus nouatnf.
roommataa. (umrtuie. Also great lor
■

<•.,! .-••. „

1,.

U*t Io«t». Mai. . 5 bedrooms,
basement. DSL. tune, year lease,
across from campus, 11,375 Call

•i 11 out

Nona ■M ^
imeta • to snare
brand new 3 bedroom lownnouse
with 2 car garage W/D. A/C.
terrace with view ol downtown
Harrlsonburg. On JMU bus route.
1500 plus 1/2 of uHii.es. Call
43J5363
■Ul - Gins
preferred. (4618 Blue Merlin Way.
on Canal). 38R/28A. May 5 to
Sacaambar 5 $2,000/mo » utWbes.
A/C. washer/dryer, furnished, 6
persons. Call (w) 8047465851 or
(h) 80*7946904.

FOR SALE
Oreat Clothee for Spring Break!
Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Main
Subaru Improia 'tl - AWD, 5
speed, cassette/air. 169K miles.
$2495 Ca" 4334723.

HELP WANTED

Only $15 to run tour
"For Sale" ad for the rest
oTthe semester or until

IIH;<il\RDSAi\NA(;KRV
SI'PKRVLSOHS

your item sells

SI MMtK PtlSiTKWS IN M>. VA

(whichever conies firstl!
The offer 15 geed now ihrough
Ma> 1. 2003 and only applies lo
.' in inr Fix Sale'
section Ads muu he 20 words
or lc» OlTW appka 10
inJivhlml ilcms only Kelall
stores and businesses do not
i ihis special after
All ads arc subject to
Bi«ff apprcAal

Call 568-6127 today.
VW Cabrlo 1»»7 - CD AM/FM.
power locks/steering, new belts
and spark plugs, good condition.
$9,500 Call Devon. 4384502

.(iRKAT PAY WITH BOMSS
wM-.pniiiH-n-nli-ri'nM'Jnt.oitii
Cal l-8T7.7Ai-7*s5
ACAC Is Seeking Committed
Symmar Camp CoenselefB - for
June 2 August 23. Counselors
can earn from $6.50 $9.00/hour.
depending on experience, if you
are creative, exciting and
energized, ihen ACAC has an
opportunity for you Fulltime with
benefits! For more Informetlon
passes call Adam. 4344)17 1747.
Lifeguards Wanted - m North
Myrtle Beech. No enpenence Appy
www.nsOsiiteguAf09.com

Tlrea art Ram F©. Sal*'
Swamper
TSl/SX
tires,
30X11.50X15 70% treed Fh* AR
767 wheels 15X8. New tires and
nms. Call 5741127.

ACCESS TO A PC?

2000 Honda CBR600
ew 55
$5,000. o b.0 Call 2711089
nttp: //coojmu edu/bike

Put ll lo VJOJjfcl
0-SUOO
PT/rT Month
Local Interview
Fncty.Mjrch7.*00ajn -UflOpm
Mi Wal/ak. 757 M94655

Mac OS •• 1B0 MR QurCVir
^ppleworts. Encyclopedia. Adobe
Page. $375 0811879-9947

(AMP TAKAJO
fur Boys. Naples. Maine

!••• Teyets Caaary • 4 door,
power doors, locks. 10 disc CD,
keyless entry, great condition,
$5,000. Can 437 5508.
Scanner. MM Player
I n
1200U USB scanner. $50: Hip Zip
MP3 player. 240 MB, $100 Call
Kurt, 56*6952 (days).
iSW Toyota 4-RiHtnef - loaded,
brush and grill guard, leather.
sunroof, mufti CO changer. 119.000
miles, one owner, $10,900 Call
574-2321
1993 BMW 32SI . Rl-v* Paths',
stick shift. ABS. sunroof 155.000
mostly highway miles, very nice car
for only $7,499. 435-1019

TRIPPI.AKKCAMP
for (itris. Poland. Maine
Picturesque lakefront locations.
exceptional facilities Mid-June
thru mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis.

swimming, land sports, water
sporti. tripping, outdoor skills,
theatre arts, Tine arts, music.
1

nature study, nanny, secretarial .
Call Takajo ai 800-250-8252.
Call Tripp take at 800-997-4347.
Suhmii application on-line at
www.ukaJo.corj. or
www.iripplaltecamp.coin.

Summer Joee at the Beach • The
Outer Banks of North Carolina.
Please visit www. mworth. com and
click on 2003 employment
Information.
Loekksg for a Fun Sewwner Job?
Shenandoah River Outfitters la now
hiring for summer season for
campground attendants, campfire
cooks, drivers able to lift 85 lbs
Must be outgoing, energetic and
able to work weekends Full and
part time. Call 18006CANOE2

Full-time Summer
Nanny Wanted

Mother's Helper - transportation
required. Prefer person staying for
May 5683068
Bertender Trainees Needed •
$250/day potential. Local position*
1S0O2933985. ert 215

(ages 6, 3 1/2, 2 year ok) twine)
needs chiidcare in our home
Monday Friday, 800 am. 400 pm
Will consider 2 people to share job
(MWF. T/TH). Must have own
transportation and references Call
Kathy at 4339503 for more info

For 2 boys (4 and 7) in Northcn
Virginia. Must have own car.
Live-in option available.
Call IvJaryrose.

Now Hiring tor Summer Wattsterf
Apply m person at Hank's
Smokehouse and Den at the base
of Massanutten on Route 33.

I 800 448-48X2. e\l HHHO

$1.500Week* PetewtM ■ maiiVig
our circulars. Free information. Call
20343830202

Wart.tatf Needed - Apply at Jess'
Lunch Hiring for a* shifts. Looking
for people to work Spring Break
Freshmen. Sophomores, and
Juniors preferred.
Seiaieser Jet - Massanutten River
Advertures. inc. MflA is seeking 68 men and women for the canoe,
kayak, tubing and rock climbing
2003 season. MRA la located
across from Massanutten Resort
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic, sell managed, and
good driving record. CDL and CPR
are a plus Call 289-4066 or e-mad
MassanuttenRiven»aol com
wWw.CAM3E4V.00m

FnitrrnWes • Sororities
CTUIH

SERVICES
Proofreading In English German
Pjiv* ja'Kjn f/amne* MLA, kM
Easabath Simmons. 540* 1

ootwAneiettertH ri ran

Sick of Terrible Deejay.? f ii
Mix Master Mike's Entertaeiment.

4439007

Our prograaii make fund
railing eat) with no risks.
find n—ig dam ere filling quickly.
■o eat wwh the program' h works
lmiacf Lunpusl-iindriiur
at $18-923-32)$. or vaM
www.tmMptqfimdraurr. com

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
wwwsunsplashtours.com

NOTK1

PERSONALS

hw mxt inlormaiioa and aivntance
rrgankng the rnvnojatrai of fiiun. ing
biuineu oppartMMics, caaucl Ike
rkflnlksssssuBsreMlar

• Student Groups

Earn $1,000 -$2,000 this
.emester with s proven
C ampusFundraucr 3 hour
fund raising event.

warn

I-MS-533-55SI

■1 Spring Break Vacatlensl
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, and
Florida. Best parties, best hotels,
best prices! Space ra limited* Hurry
up and book now* 18OO-234-7007
www. endfesss urrvrw fours, com

I

Skydlvel One day frst Tandem
Skydlves from 2 1/2 miles up!
22 jumper aircraft JMU student
discounts! Cell 1877 348 3759
(8770IVESKY)
www, skyd^HJor <tnge.com

ADVKKIISEIN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
$3.00 for the first 10 words
$2n0forcachadd*l 10 words

Have a Safe Spring Break! Tttc
ne«t issue of the Breere following
Spring Break win be published
TraJlSdiBy. March 20

Block ads are $|o inch
(all56Ji-Al27toda>!

The next issue of The Breeze
will be published Thursday, March 20.
Have a great Spring Break!
:

Need a Sunday Morning Break?
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

We provide an atmosphere to assist you in

434 - 2515

realizing your own spititual path.

\

For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

Radio Dispatched
Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universaiists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE

Prompt. Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

http://HUUweb.org

Phone:867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

Me^Sf"^

TIRE

Your nd h«r«

E Market St.

Alignment • Brakes
Mufflers • Shocks • Batteries
k

BT««2« aftfafOTrlrf

l,,c.

L

State Inspections

At Furnace Rd.

*

John'sPizza

434-5935

r^iresJI-W-O^J

Th« world's most compact full-featured notebook.

The new 12" Power Book.

IMBN

other compact ooteboohv everyihmq n

built m. Ike a bUnnc, G4 proceisor iuperclip 12* display (1024 ■ 766). slot-toed
Cl>h#f»ncyt»VD casyng Combo drive and iretgrated Wuviooth (\,i»trartery that lasb
up to J. hours AH iocredeor|r eno>rwered mlo a sturtrwigertclcaHinirvaf^jsat ir thin
I 7H

Next to Papa

Dme I H»nt«nlMrg. VA nt07 I 540-SeS 3W I w*» p.. sd./s»elaM
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FORE YOV LEAVE..!
CHECK OUT
OUR CHOICES!

We &U( have rooiv> for yoof
The Cowv>or>j, South ^7ew ar>cj Stone Gate
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-5:30
1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

306030

